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PRELIMINARY PERMEABILITY AND WATER-RETENTION DATA FOR
NONWELDED AND BEDDED TUFF, YUCCA MOUNTAIN AREA,

NYE COUNTY, NEVADA

By Lorraine E. Flint and Alan L. Flint

ABSTRACT

Measurements of rock-matrix hydrologic properties at Yucca Mountain,
a potential site for a high-level nuclear waste repository, are needed to
predict rates and direction of water flow in the unsaturated zone. The
objective of this study is to provide preliminary data on intrinsic and
relative permeability and moisture retention on rock core samples and to
present the methods used to collect these data.

Four methods were used to measure intrinsic, or saturated permeability:
Air, Klinkenberg, specific permeability to oil, and specific permeability to
water. Two methods yielded data on relative permeability (gas-drive and
centrifuge), and three methods (porous plate, centrifuge, and mercury intru-
sion porosimetry) were used to measure water-retention properties (matric
potential compared to water-content curves). Standard measurements of grain
density, bulk density, and porosity for the core samples were included.

Results of this study showed a large range of intrinsic permeability
values among rock types and high variability within rock types. For example,
permeability values for samples from the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills
(hereafter referred to as Calico Hills) were, on the average, three orders of
magnitude smaller than all others. The four methods yield intrinsic perme-
ability values that are different but are highly correlated (coefficient of
determination greater than 0.94).

INTRODUCTION

Yucca Mountain, Nevada (fig. 1) is being studied as a potential site for
a high-level radioactive waste repository. The U.S. Geological Survey is
responsible for characterizing the hydrologic flow properties of the unsatu-
rated zone matrix for the Matrix Hydrologic Properties program which is part
of study plan entitled "Percolation of the Deep Unsaturated Zone."

The objective of this study is to present methods used for measuring
intrinsic permeability, relative permeability, and water retention (matric
potential compared to water content) on samples of rock core; and to provide

K) data collected by these methods. Evaluations of these standard methods, most
of which have been developed for application in the petroleum industry, even-
tually will be coupled with additional methods currently being developed for

1
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use in unsaturated-zone studies. The prototype methods are.techniques or con-
cepts commonly used in agriculture for soils, and the attempt is being made to
adapt them for use on rock core samples. As part of this study, samples were
collected from nonwelded and bedded tuffs. This report presents information
on the permeability and water-retention characteristics of these samples.

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report is to provide preliminary data needed for the
data bases used in the development of hydrologic models for the Yucca Mountain
project. The methods used for collecting these data, standard laboratory-
measurement techniques, also are presented in this report. Measurements of
core grain density, bulk density, and porosity were made because these measure-
ments are needed to define the characteristics of individual cores and supply
information needed for the calculations of the hydrologic properties.

Core samples were obtained from nine boreholes (fig. 2) that penetrated
various lithostratigraphic units of the late Tertiary Paintbrush Tuff and the
Calico Hills (fig. 3). These were chosen for measurement to represent the
possible range of permeability values that would be encountered. This would
help define the methodology required to establish the upper and lower limits
of permeability determination. The study was limited to samples of nonwelded
tuffs that have large porosity values and relatively large saturated hydraulic-
conductivity values compared to welded tuff.

Study Site and Sampling Locations

Yucca Mountain is an eastward-tilted volcanic plateau consisting of a
thick sequence of ash-fall tuffs, pumice-fall tuffs, and reworked tuffs of
late Tertiary age. Most of the ash-flow tuffs consist of welded, composition-
ally zoned, and compound cooling units, but nonwelded, compositionally homo-
geneous, or simple cooling units are also present. In addition, minor inter-
vals of bedded tuffs are located between ash-flow tuff members or formations
(Scott and Castellanos, 1984). Many of the tuffs also are diagenetically
altered, containing zeolites, clays, and other minerals of secondary origin.
In particular, smectite clays are closely associated with the zeolites in the
altered tuffs. These clay minerals might interact with water and affect the
permeability of the tuffs to water.

Seventy-three core samples were collected and analyzed. These samples
were used to compare measurement methods and are listed in table 1. Samples
were collected from boreholes (fig. 2) continuously cored using an air-coring
method. Original cores were 6 cm in diameter and undercored to provide 2.5-cm-
diameter vertical and horizontal cores for the matrix permeability tests.
These vertical and horizontal cores were analyzed at Core Laboratories, Inc.l,
in Aurora, Colo. Two and five-tenths centimeter core samples were also ana-
lyzed by the U.S. Geological Survey petrophysics laboratory in Golden, Colo.,
and were undercored from adjacent 6-cm-diameter cores.

K...." 1The use of brand, trade, or firm names in this report is for identifica-
tion purposes only and does not constitute endorsement by the U.S. Geological
Survey, or impute responsibility for any present or potential effects on the
natural resources.
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Stratigraphic unit Tuff Hydrogeologic Approximate
lithology unit range ofthickness1

(meters)

Alluvium _ _ _ Alluvium 0-30

Tiva Canyon MD Tiva Canyon 0-150
Member welded unit

Yucca Mountain Paintbrush
Member NP, B nonwelded 20-100

Pah Canyon unit
Member

C

iL Topopah Topopah
Spring Sopring

Member MD werded 290-360

unit

(V)
_ / Calico Hills
Tuffaceous beds of NP nonwelded

Calico Hills B /D) unit ' 100-400
- M e rn be r . {zecoP(in partProw Pass zeolitic)

Member

Bullfrog MD, NP, 8
Member (undiffer \ Crat'er Fiatl 0-200

entiated) t i t\v' _ _ _ _ _

'Thicknesses fom geologic sctions of Scott and Bonk 11984).

Figure 3.--Idealized stratigraphic column showing relations between
stratigraphic (geologic) units, lithology, and hydrogeologic
units (from Montazer and Wilson, 1984).
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Table l.--Sample identifications, locations, and descriptions

("H" in sample ID indicates horizontally oriented core sample. All other samples are vertical.
"P" indicates samples measured by U.S. Geological Survey petrophysics laboratory, Golden, Colok u
All other samples measured by Core Laboratories, Aurora, Colo. Individual sample labels
represent individual core samples.)

Sample Well or Depth Core matrix
label borehole interval Geologic unit description

(fig. 2) (meters)

1U, IUH
2U,2UH
IP, IPH
2P, 2PH
3P,3PH
20A,20AP
12A, 12AP

USW GU-3
USW GU-3
UE-25c #2
UE-25c 02
UE-25c #1
USW G-l
USW G-l

432.36-432.51
456.96-457.20
405.08-405.20
426.17-426.48
462.17-462.50
487.86-488.02
535.50-535.66

Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico

Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills

Vitric
Vitric
Devitrified,
Devitrified,
Devitrified,
Zeolitized
Zeolitized

zeolitized
zeolitized
zeolitized

13A, 13AP
14A, 14AP
16A, 16AP
15A, 15AP
lJA,17AN,17AP
18A,18AH,18AP
19A,19AH,19AP

115W
115W
135W
USW
Us"
Us"
US"

G-1
G-I
G-1
G-l
G-l
G-l
G-1

546.29-546.45
573. 12-573.27
589.03-589.18
623.83-623.99
632.80-632.98
660.99-661.14
439.95-440.10

Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico
Calico

Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills

Zeolitized
Zeolitized
Zeolitized
Zeolitized
Zeolitized
Zeolitized
Zeolitized, partially

argillic

8A, 8AP

- 11A,1lAP

IA, lAP

7A, 7AP

9A,9AH,9AP

USW G-1

USW G-1

USW G-I

UE-25a J1

UI-25a J1

505.39-505.54

518.16-518.31

544.25-544.40

431.96-432.15

470.92-471.10

Calico Hills

Calico Hills

Calico Hills

Calico Hills

Calico Hills

Zeolitized, partially
argillic

Zeolitized, partially
argillic

Zeolitized, partially
argillic

Devitrified, slightly
zeolitized

Vitric

IOA, IOAP
4A,4AP

5A,5AP

2A,2AP

UE-25a #1
UE-25a #6

UE-25a #4

UE-25a #1

549.10-549.25
40.75-40.87

43.16-43.25

65.07-65.23

Bedded-revorked tuff
Base of Tiva Canyon

Member
Base of Tiva Canyon

Member
Base of Tiva Canyon
Member

Vitric

Vitric

Vitric, partially
argillic

Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric

6A,6AP
3A,3AH,3AP
IV, IVP
5-2,5-21
5-1B

UK-25a #4
UI-25a #4
UE-25a 96
131-25 lIZ #5
13E-25 U? #5

47.15-47.46
47.79-47.98
50.81-50.93
42.43-42.58
38.44-33.62

Yucca Mountain Member
Yucca Mountain Member
Yucca Mountain Member
Yucca Mountain Member
Yucca Mountain Member

4-4,4-4N
4-5,4-5N
5-6
5-7

4-6,4-6H
4-7,4-7H
5-1
5-IA
5-8

5-9

131-25
131-25
131-25
131-25

13E-25
131-25
131-25
131-25
13E-25

U?
U?
U?
U?

lUz
uz
uz
U?
uz

#4
#4
S5
#5

#4
94
#5
#5
#5

72.97-73.12
84.49-84.64
70.65-40.33
79.74-79.89

93.94-94.06
101.68-101.83
32.28-32. 43
34.29-34.44
96.80-96.93

Pah Canyon Member
Pah Canyon Member
Pah Canyon Member
Pah Canyon Member

Vitric
Vitric
Vitric
Vitric

Bedded-reworked
Bedded-reworked
Bedded-reworked
Bedded-reworked
Bedded-reworked

tuff
tuff
tuff
tuff
tuff

UE-25 UZ #5 105.55-105.64 Topopah Spring Member Vitric
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Definitions and Relations Between Properties

The following section defines the properties that were measured for the
core samples. Relations between calculated and measured values also are
discussed.

Core Physical Properties

Physical properties are those defining mass and volume relations. Grain
density, ps, is defined as the mass of the solids, M. , divided by the volume

of the solids, V . Dry bulk density, pb, is M. divided by the volume of the

total sample, Vt (solids and pores together). Porosity is the relative pore

volume in the soil or core, or the volume of air plus water divided by V
Porosity, *, is calculated in cm3/cm3 as:

* = 1 - (bW s)- (1)

Porosity is the fractional volume of water and air that a given volume of soil
or rock can accommodate.

Intrinsic Permeability and Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

/ Permeability (or intrinsic permeability) is the capacity of a porous
medium for transmitting fluid. Permeability is a property of the porous
medium and its pore geometry alone, which includes factors such as size,
shape, and distribution and tortuosity of pores. The measurement of intrinsic
permeability is a measure of the fluid conductivity of the particular medium.
If a porous body is not chemically inert and physically stable (nondeform-
able), there are matrix-water interactions such that fluid transmittance is
best discussed in terms of hydraulic conductivity. Saturated hydraulic
conductivity depends on the properties of the porous medium and the fluid.
Permeability, k, is related to hydraulic conductivity, K, by:

k = KR/pg, (2)

where n a dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Mass (M)/Length (L) * Time (T)],
p = density of the fluid (M/L3), and
g = acceleration due to gravity (L/T2).

Permeability measurements are necessary because attempts to establish
empirical correlations between permeability and physical properties have been
unsatisfactory. If permeability is determined using a specific liquid, such
as the water occurring in the formation, then the specific intrinsic perme-
ability to liquid and the hydraulic conductivity should be the same except for
differences in the units of measurement. Standard techniques for the measure-
ment of hydraulic conductivity on rock core are based on Darcy's law:

q = Q/A = -K (A/L), (3)

7



where q = water flux (L/T),
Q = volumetric water flow rate (L3/T),
A = cross-sectional area of core sample (L2),
K = hydraulic conductivity (L/T),
AH = change in hydraulic head (L), and
L = core length ML).

Darcy's law is valid only for fluxes low enough to ensure that viscosity
forces dominate within the pores and is assumed valid for the low fluxes
measured in this study.

Combining equations 2 and 3 yields

k = _ Sf,(L/AH) (4)

The units of k are those of area; however, k is often given in units of
darcies or millidarcies (1 darcy = 9.87E-3 cm2 for water at 25 IC). For the
above equations, it is necessary to express L in centimeters, A in square centi-
meters, AS in atmospheres, Q in cubic centimeters per second, q in centipoises,
and g in centimeters per second squared in order to obtain k in darcies.

Relative Permeability

Given an incompressible porous medium at constant temperature and pres-
sure, factors such as fluid density and viscosity, porosity, and pore geometry
can be considered constant under saturated conditions. However, in partially
saturated media, pore-geometry factors and water-filled porosity change and k
becomes a function of water content, when only the properties of the porous
media are considered. This functional relation defines the relative perme-
ability, kr. As the water content of a sample decreases, its permeability

also decreases as a function of the water potential (Richards, 1931). When
the viscosity and density of the fluid are considered, the function is called
unsaturated conductivity. Darcy's law usually is assumed to be valid for
unsaturated flow conditions, but it may not apply at very low flow rates
(Hillel, 1982). For a rock sample, Darcy's law can be written:

q = -K(@) dH/dL, (5)

where a = volumetric water content (cm3/cm3), and
K(9) = hydraulic conductivity as a function of water content.

Water-Retention Curves

Another important rock matrix property is the water-retention function,
be(8), which expresses the dependence of matric potential (t)) as a function of
water content (8). Matric potential, As, is a measure of the energy with which
water is held in pores. Measurements of *(8) are needed independently of K(3)
to predict water flow in transient conditions. As the water content of a
porous medium decreases, water is removed from progressively smaller pores,
and the water potential becomes more negative. At equilibrium, water content

8



'~- is a function of the water potential. Water-retention curves obtained for
desorption (drying) and sorption (wetting) conditions are not identical because
of hysteresis effects. Hysteresis is attributed to: (1) The contact angle of
the wetting fluid being greater during sorption than during desorption; (2)
the geometric nonuniformity of pores (the "ink-bottle" effect, Hillel, 1982);
and (3) entrapped air that decreases the water content of newly wetted media
(Hillel, 1982). The water contents at various water potentials are a function
of pore-size distribution and geometry, which are a function of texture, poros-
ity, compaction, and structure (Hillel, 1982). The finer the texture, the
greater the water retention at any particular potential, and the more gradual
the slope of the curve. In a matrix containing a high fraction of large
pores, once these pores are emptied, little water remains within the matrix.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT FOR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES,
PERMEABILITY, AND WATER RETENTION

Physical Property Measurements

Measurements of the static physical properties of the core samples were
made. These measurements were used in the calculations and interpretations of
the flow properties.

Porosity

Porosity was determined using air (or gas) pycnometry. Pycnometry is
based on Boyle's gas law, P1 VI = P2 V2, where the subscripts refer to initial
(1) and final (2) pressure (P) and volume (V).of gas. In a closed sample
chamber, the volume of gas in the system, V2, after P1 is increased to P2, may
be determined with and without a core sample in the chamber. The volume of
solids and liquids in the sample is [V2 (without sample) - V2 (with sample)].
If this value is subtracted from the sample bulk volume, the result is the
volume of gas-filled pores in the sample.

Bulk Density

Bulk density, pb, is determined by measuring the weight and volume of a

core sample. This is dependent on an accurate measurement of undisturbed
sample volume.

The volume of the core is computed from measurements of size and shape.
The core is ovendried and weighed. Then it is coated with a water-repellent
substance, weighed in air, then submersed again. By using Archimedes' prin-
ciple of volume displacement:

ovendried weight of sample x p

Pb ~ (weight in air - weight in water)' (6)

where pw the density of water.

The value of pb computed by equation 6 is corrected for the weight and density

of the water-repellent coating using the method described in Blake and Hartge
(1986).

9
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Grain Density

Grain (or particle) density, p , is measured with a water pycnometer
p

(specific-gravity flask). A pycnometer is a glass flask fitted with a ground-
glass stopper that is pierced lengthwise and has a capillary opening. A known
weight of ovendried, crushed, or sieved media (maximum grain size <2 mm) is
added to the flask and then weighed. Water then is added to the pycnometer,
the stopper is inserted, and the flask is placed under a vacuum to extract all
air from the pores. The flask is reweighed, then cleaned, filled with water
only, and reweighed. Calculations are made using:

a x p(
Pp a - (b-c)' 7)

where a = weight of ovendried sample,
b = weight of pycnometer with sample and water, and
c = weight of pycnometer with water,

and corrections are made for temperature (ASTM, 1985).

The submersion method uses Archimedes' principle in which surface water
is lightly wiped from a vacuum-saturated core sample, the sample is weighed in
air, and then suspended from a scale and reweighed while submersed. The calcu-
lation of pp is the same as that given in equation 6. In addition, any one of

the three properties--grain density, bulk density, or porosity--can be calcu-
lated using equation 1 if the other two properties are known.

Intrinsic Permeability Measurements

Preliminary measurements of permeability were made using four different
methods. These methods were: (1) Air permeability, (2) Klinkenberg perme-
ability, (3) specific permeability to oil, and (4) specific permeability to
water.

Air Permeability

Air permeability, ka, is the coefficient governing convective transmis-

sion of air through a porous medium in response to a total pressure gradient
(Hillel, 1982). This measurement can provide information on the effective
sizes and the continuity of air-filled pores representing permeability with no
fluid-matrix interactions. Air permeability is a simple, inexpensive method.
Both constant-pressure (steady-state) and falling-pressure (nonsteady-state)
measurement techniques commonly are used. Samples are prepared by extracting
any hydrocarbons using cool toluene and leaching salts that may be present
from using methyl alcohol. The samples then are dried in a humidity-
controlled oven at 40- to 45-percent relative humidity and 60 @C until sample
weights stabilize. Cores are placed in a rubber or latex collar, gas is
forced through the core, and air permeability, k a, is calculated using the
following equation (Corey, 1986):

10



K> (un )(q )(dx)

ka = ~ d(p) (8)a

where na = dynamic viscosity of air (M/LT),

qa = volume flux per unit area measured (L3/L2T), and

dpa/dx = measured air pressure gradient (M/T2L).

Klinkenberg Permeability

Klinkenberg permeability measurements were performed to evaluate the
effect of nonideal gas behavior on air permeability measurements. Air perme-
ability for a dry medium is always larger than fluid permeability in water-
saturated conditions. Klinkenberg (1941) reported differences in permeability
between measurements using gas as the flowing fluid and using nonwetting
fluids. These variations were attributed to gas slippage. This effect can be
evaluated by measuring k a (permeability of air) at a range of mean pressures

and plotting gas permeability versus the reciprocal of the mean pressure, and
extrapolating the reciprocal pressure to 0 to estimate permeability at infinite

pressures. The value of k found by extrapolation equals the value of k
obtained with liquids that ado not wet the solid matrix.

Applying the slip theory to simple capillary models of porous media,
Klinkenberg (1941) derived the following relation between the measured perme-
ability and the mean pressure:

k = ka/(1+b/j) = k - m (1/j), (9)

where k1 = permeability of the medium to a single liquid phase component
filling the pores of the medium, computed,

ka = permeability of the medium to a gas component filling the pores
of the medium, measured,

= mean flowing pressure of.the gas at which k was measured,

b =m/k1, which is a constant for a given gas in a given medium,
m = slope of the curve of ka versus reciprocal mean pressure.

The constant, b, increases with decreasing permeability, ka, as slippage

effects become proportionally greater for smaller openings (Amyx and others,
1960). The term b/j is derived from the observation that the phenomenon of
slip occurs when the diameter of a pore approaches the mean free path of the
gas molecules, which is inversely proportional to the mean pressure, p, at the
surface of the sample. This method has the disadvantage of requiring many
measurements to calculate a final permeability value, which is time consuming
and causes additional expense.
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Specific Permeability to Oil

Specific permeability to oil, also a nonwetting fluid, is used to inter-
polate between Klinkenberg permeability measurements and water. Oil is used
because it does not have the polar properties of water. Cores were pressure
saturated with a light mineral oil that has a dynamic viscosity of approxi-
mately 1.5 centipoise at ambient conditions (room temperature and atmospheric
pressure). Fully saturated cores were placed into a hydrostatic core holder
at an effective overburden pressure of 67 bars and specific permeability to
oil was obtained in the same manner as air permeability. Measurements were
made at a confining pressure of 67 bars, which is representative of the
in-situ conditions within the formation prior to removal of core. This step
is needed because consolidation of the core due to in-situ overburden pressure
may cause as much as a 60-percent reduction in the specific permeability to
oil (Amyx and others, 1960, p. 95).

Specific Permeability to Water

Specific permeability to water is used to determine permeability to the
formation water. Cores were pressure saturated with a simulated formation
water containing approximately 276 ppm (parts per million) total dissolved
solids. The simulated formation water was prepared based on analyses of
Calico Hills water samples and contained the following constituents:

Constituent Grams per liter

NaCl 0.01
MgC12 - 6H2 0 .01
Na2SO4 .04
CaCl2 .04
NaHCO3 .19
KCl .01

The viscosity of water with this composition is approximately 0.98 centi-
poise at ambient conditions. This is 50 percent lower than the viscosity of
the oil used in the measurement of specific permeability to oil. Cores were
placed into a hydrostatic core holder that maintained an effective overburden
pressure of 67 bars, and specific liquid permeability was determined.

Relative Permeability Measurements

There are four types of methods by which relative permeability data can
be obtained:

1. Direct measurement in the laboratory by a steady-state, fluid flow
process;

2. Measurement in the lab by displacement or nonsteady-state processes;
3. Estimations of relative permeability from water-retention curves; and
4. Inferences from field performance data.

In this data report, we discuss only the first two types.
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Steady-State Methods

te methods all essentially depend on the same technique. A
SLadys5tnaClosed in lucite or a pressurized rubber sleeve, and a high

0 rite as large pressure differential is imposed across the core sample.
asi Irate othe sample are in contact with porous disks or test sections, or

- ad Oafterials similar to the sample to minimize capillary "end effects."

ts refer to pressure gradients occurring at the ends of the
End use of the saturation discontinuity at the outflow face of the
bec this face, all fluids are at the same pressure; yet, within the

..-re5 daent to the sample face, the saturation of the wetting phase
*tproadjaces0 percent. A saturation gradient, therefore, is established in

arpr ilud phase within the sample. For a theoretical development of the
that cause end effects, see Amyx and others (1960, p. 193). End

etgfcts either must be accounted for or minimized in all methods used.

The phases--gas-oil, oil-water, or gas-water--are injected simultaneously

at the inlet end. Most tests start with saturated samples, which are desatu-
rsted during the measurement. The fluids are introduced at a particular ratio,
.2d flow through the core is continued until the outflow ratio is equal to the
&.iected ratio, thus, establishing steady-state conditions.

Percent saturation can be measured directly by core resistivity or tensi-
ometry. Gravimetric measurements of percent saturation can be made by weighing

Cs athe core, and volumetric methods require measuring all fluids injected into
and produced from the sample.

Once saturation has been determined, the relative permeability can be
calculated. The injected ratio is increased, removing more of the wetting
phase, until steady-state conditions again are reached. The process is
repeated until a complete curve is obtained. A resaturation curve can be
obtained by using a core saturated with a nonwetting phase, which provides
direct measurements of hysteretic effects. None of the data included in this
report were generated using steady-state methods; however, steady-state
methods will be compared at a later date.

Nonsteady-State Methods

A nonsteady-state method involves a sample in which only one fluid enters
tbe sample and two fluids are discharged. Such methods include gas drive and
centrifuge.

Gas-drive method

The sample is saturated with the wetting phase, and gas is injected at
one end of the core. In order to reduce the data, three conditions must be
Set: (1) The flow rate must be high enough, and the pressure gradient across

the sample large enough, to make capillary end effects negligible; (2) the
tasosaturation-pressure drop must be linear; and (3) the flow must be hori-
onta I, the core must be small, and the test time short enough to prevent

\ travjitati 0ol redistribution of fluid within the core. Gas injected and
liquid produced over time are measured with pressures at inlet and outlet

as indicated in the following equation:
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2 G P
G v ii , (10)

Vp(P~i.? )')

where G = cumulative injected gas as pore volume (cm3 /cm3),
Gi = cumulative injected gas at inlet pressure (cm3 ),

Vp = total pore volume of sample (cM3 ),

Pi = inlet pressure (dynes/cm2), and

P = outlet pressure (dynes/cm2).

Cumulative fluid produced is plotted against fluid produced in pore
volume. The slope of a fitted line represents the fraction of the total out-
flow volume from the sample that is liquid at any given time, which defines
the following:

f = d(S a)/dG, (11)

where f = the fractions of the total outflow that is fluid, and
d(Sa)/dG = the slope of the line of gas saturation.

The air-to-water permeability ratio, or relative permeability of gas, k a to
fluid, k w can be calculated:

ka i-f

where qa and = viscosity values of the gas and fluid (water).

This particular value of the ratio applies at the gas saturation at the
outflow face. Gas saturation at the outflow face, o, is:

(S ) = Sa - Gf. (13)

Thus, relative permeability ratios are obtained as a function of saturation.
Actual values of relative permeability require that one of the phases be
measured for a saturated permeability value. The detailed calculations are
discussed in Amyx and others (1960, p. 190).

In comparison with steady-state methods described above, the gas-drive
method uses considerably less apparatus, is very simple, and can be performed
rapidly on small core samples. A disadvantage is that it cannot determine
relative permeability ratios at low values of gas saturation. End effects are
not important due to the high pressure gradients created across the core
sample (Owens and others, 1956).

14



Centrifuge method

Relative permeability can be determined by a transient outflow centrifuge
method (Hagoort, 1980; Van Spronsen, 1982). An advantage of this method is
the ability to obtain values at low gas saturations. First, cores are pressure
saturated with the simulated formation water. The core then is placed into a
centrifuge and spun at 11,750 rpm. The quantity of fluid produced versus time
is monitored continuously for approximately 275,000 seconds. The production
of fluid as a function of time usually is measured by taking photographs of a
transparent graduated collection tube using stroboscopic illumination. The
volume of water for each sample is used to calculate.the values of unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity. These values then are converted to relative perme-
ability by inverting equation 2, thereby taking into account the viscosity and
density of the formation water and acceleration of gravity. Example calcula-
tions are shown in the section on measuring water-retention curves with a
centrifuge.

The capillary end effects can be minimized by using a high centrifugal
acceleration; the centrifugal force on the liquid phases still will be small
compared with the capillary forces on a pore scale. If the centrifugal forces
on a pore scale become important, the end points and the shape of the relative
permeability curve change (Van Spronsen, 1982).

The advantage of the centrifugal method is that it works independently of
matric potential gradients. This can be important for unsaturated porous
media or rocks where matric potential gradients can cause gradients of water
content and conductivity, thus, introducing an often undesirable complexity
(Nimmo and others, 1987).

Methods also have been developed to measure unsaturated conductivity
using steady-state outflow of water from an unsaturated sample spinning in a
centrifuge (Nimmo and others, 1987; Conca and Lane, 1988).

Water-Retention Measurements

The quantity of water remaining in a porous medium at a specified water
content is a function of the sizes and volumes of the water-filled pores and,
hence, is a function of the matric potential. Water-retention relations,
expressing the dependence of saturation on matric potential, are needed to
establish a known matric potential for each core sample matrix of interest.

Porous Plate Methods

Several methods involve using a porous plate, a type of membrane through
which water but not air will flow owing to pressure or vacuum. Such methods
include vacuum, pressure extractor, and submersible-pressure-outflow cell.
Porous plates usually are made of ceramic materials with pore-size distribu-
tions selected to retain water over various pressure or vacuum ranges. The
smaller the pores, the higher the pressure required, and the longer it takes

X to reach matric potential equilibrium.
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Vacuum

In the vacuum method, a water-saturated core sample is placed in contact
with a water-saturated porous plate to establish a continuous water column.
The upper end of the sample is at atmospheric pressure. A pressure differen-
tial can be created across the core sample and controlled by applying a vacuum
at the bottom of the porous plate by using a vacuum pump or a hanging water
column. The pressure differential forces water out of the sample until a
known pressure is established, which, at equilibrium, is the matric potential,
tA, in the sample. The water released from the sample is measured, or the
sample is weighed to determine water content, S. The disadvantage of this
method is that the lower value of matric potential is limited to about
-0.8 bar (Klute, 1986).

Pressure extractor

In a pressure extractor, the sample is placed on a porous plate with a
sheet-rubber backing. An outlet through the plate keeps the bottom of the
plate and bulk water at atmospheric pressure. The range of matric potential
for pressure plates is determined by the safe working pressure of the chamber
and the pressure differential at which air will bubble through the pores in
the plate. Once water is pushed out of the saturated samples and allowed to
equilibrate at a given pressure, the samples are removed from the chamber and
gravimetric water content is determined. Samples and plates are resaturated
to determine additional tI(8) points in order to construct the water-retention
curve. Disadvantages of this method include problems with determining when
equilibrium is established. There also are problems because of changes in
core water potential when pressure is released from the extractor as a result
of backflow of water into the core from the plate or as a result of production
of air bubbles in the core, or both, causing redistribution of water into
larger size pores (Klute, 1986).

Submersible-pressurized-outflow cell

A porous plate method that helps to solve some of these problems is the
submersible-pressurized-outflow cell (SPOC) (Constantz and Herkelrath, 1984).
This method encloses a single sample on a porous plate in a cell with a pres-
sure inflow port on top connected to a quick-release compression fitting.
Water outflow is through the bottom of the plate. The cell is then suspended
in a constant-temperature water bath and pressure is applied to remove water
from the sample. The entire cell is weighed, suspended in water, while
hanging from the bottom of a scale. The difference in weights is equal to the
quantity of water lost. Equilibrium can be determined by cessation of water
loss, and samples are weighed without pressure loss eliminating backflow and
bubble formations. Sorption measurements, which are complicated by the
presence of air under the plate in a pressure extractor that tends to break
the continuous water columns, are easily accomplished in a SPOC because water
flows directly into the sample through the porous plate that is in contact at
all times with the water in the bath.
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Centrifugation

Saturated core samples are placed on a permeable, wet membrane and loca-
ted in a holder in a centrifuge rotor. The water is expelled from the core at
increasing rates of rotation and is viewed in a chamber in the holder below
the core through a port with a stroboscope during centrifuge action. It is
essential to take readings of expelled water volume during rotation and to
increase the rate of rotation without any decrease, in order to prevent redis-
tribution of the fluid in the sample. The volume of water remaining in the
sample then is divided by the total pore volume of the samples. Calculations
of the water-retention curve are as follows:

1. The extracted volume reading, V (at each angular velocity) is converted
to average saturation for the core, S , using the total pore volume of
the core, Vtot, by:

Sc = 1 - (V/V to). (14)

2. Angular velocity, w, is converted to pressure, P. by:

P = [(pw-p )w 2/21 * (re 2 -r 2 ), (15)

where Pw = density of water (g/cm),

pg = density of gas (g/cm),

w = angular velocity (radians/second),
r = distance from the center of rotation (cm), and
re = radius of the core bottom (cm), calculated as

w(rad/sec) = RPM * 211(rad/rev) (6
60(sec/min' (16)

3. PSc is plotted against P. Assuming capillary pressure is equal to P,

then the water-retention curve can be generated from this plot.

4. The water-retention curve is derived from the curve in step 3 using:

*(O) = d(PS-c) (17)dP

Good agreement between centrifugation and porous plate methods has been
found by Slobod and others (1951) and by Hoffman (1963). The porous plate
method may require weeks, whereas the centrifuge method may require only a few
days to complete. The centrifuge generally is nondestructive and provides
reproducible results. Both desorption and sorption curves can be produced
(Skuse, 1984).
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Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry

Because mercury is a nonwetting liquid, it will not enter pores by capil-
lary action. Mercury can, however, be forced into pores by intruding it under
the application of external pressure. The size of the pores that are intruded
is inversely proportional to the applied pressure (ASTM, 1985):

d = (4y Icos al)/P, (18)

where d = diameter of the pore (cm),
y = surface tension of mercury (dynes/cm2),
a = contact angle of mercury with the surface of the porous media (o),

and
P = absolute pressure (dynes/cm2).

The volume of mercury injected at each pressure determines the nonwetting-
phase saturation. This is a very fast method that was developed to accelerate
the process of water-retention determination. Disadvantages of this method
are (1) the difference in wetting properties between mercury and water, and
(2) the permanent loss of the core sample (Amyx and others, 1960).

Amyx and others (1960) claim that the porous plate method is superior to
other methods because it is closer to simulating actual wetting conditions and,
hence, is used as a standard method for comparison. This idea may have merit
for several reasons. The contact angle for mercury against rock surfaces is
1400, while that of water is approximately 0°, and the ratio of mercury capil-
lary pressure to water-air capillary pressure is about 5 (Amyx and others,
1960). Purcell (1949) showed graphically that the agreement of data between
the two methods is good when corrected by this ratio. However, a question
exists as to whether the contact angle can be used as the only basis of the
pressure ratio [as used in mercury porosimetry standard methods in ASTH (1985)].
The mean curvature of an interface in rock is a unique function of fluid
saturation defining the pressure ratio as 6.57 rather than 5 (Amyx and others,
1960). Brown (1951) reported the correlating factor between the two methods
to be a function of the porous medium and defined the ratio as 7.5 for sand-
stone or 5.8 for limestone. Therefore, uncertainty about the value of the
correlating factor between mercury and water wetting properties introduces
doubt regarding the accuracy of the method.

RESULTS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTY, PERMEABILITY, AND
WATER-RETENTION MEASUREME NTS

The methods described were used to measure properties of 73 rock core
samples. There were both vertically and horizontally oriented samples from
many of the borehole depth intervals.
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Core Physical Properties

Measured values of porosity, grain density, and bulk density for core
samples are summarized in table 2. Measurements for each property were made
at the U.S. Geological Survey petrophysics laboratory in Golden, Colo.
(USGS-P); or at Core Laboratories, Inc., in Aurora, Colo. (CLI), or both.
USGS-P used both Archimedes' principle and air pycnometry to measure porosity
and grain density, while CLI used only helium pycnometry. Bulk density was
measured by USGS-P using Archimedes' principle and the caliper measurement
technique.

Intrinsic Permeability

Measured values for saturated permeability using the air permeability
method and three types of liquid permeability methods are listed in table 3.
Air permeability values were obtained using helium pycnometry. Permeability
to specific liquid was measured using the simulated formation water method
(detailed in the "Methods" section) and hence referred to as specific perme-
ability to water. The entry "0.00" indicates that the permeability was <0.01
millidarcies (D). It was suggested by CLI that sample 2U may have developed
a fracture during testing and the measurement values may be considered
invalid. It also may be possible that the entire original section of core
from which the samples came may have been fractured. For this reason, data
from 2U, 2UH, and 2UP were not used in analyses of permeability.

Relative Permeability and Unsaturated Hydraulic Conductivity

Relative permeability and the corresponding calculated unsaturated
hydraulic-conductivity values are listed in table 4 for 10 samples; 9 samples
were analysed using the centrifuge method; and 3 of these 9 samples, plus an
additional sample, were analyzed using the gas-drive method. The conversions
for the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity calculations are as follows:

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/s) = saturated permeability
(aD) x 980 (cm/s) x 9.87 X 10-12/0.01002 (poise); unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (cm/a) = [saturated permeability (mD) x relative permeability
fraction) x 9.87 x 10-12 X 980 (cm/s)/0.01002 (poise). Related graphical
representations are shown in appendix I.

Water-Retention Curves

Water retention, or matric potential versus water content, is listed in
tables 5 and 6. Volumetric water content at various matric potentials for
11 core samples is listed in table 5. All tests were run by CLI. Porous
plate (pressure plate) values were obtained using a pressure extractor.
Water-retention values listed in table 6 were obtained by USGS-P using
mercury Intrusion poroulmetry on nine vertical core samples. Related graphi-
cal representations of water-retention data are shown in appendix II.
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Table 2.--Physical properties of core samples: Porosity,
grain density, and bulk density

[All porosity and grain density measured by gas pycnometry unless otherwise
noted; A, value obtained by Atchimedes' principle; 1, volume of sample
measured by caliper and calculated; cm3/cM3, cubic centimeter per cubic
centimeter; g/cm3, grams per cubic centimeter; -- , no datal

Sample Porosity Grain density Bulk density
label (cM3/cM3) (g/cM3) (g/c=3)

1U 0.363 2.30 --

.364 2.30
IUH .387 2.30 --

.391 2.32
2U .351 2.29 --

.354 2.30
2UH .381 2.24 --

IP .145 2.30 --

.149 2.30
1PH .141 2.31 --

2P .227 2.25 --

.231 2.25
2PH .266 2.25

3P .362 2.32
.335 2.30
.336 2.31

3PH .347 2.30 --

20A .212 2.29 --
.228 2.21

20AP .260 A 2.29 A 1.69 A
1.71 H

12A .271 2.29 --
12AP .309 A 2.38 A 1.64 A

1.65 M

13A .333 2.29 --
13AP .334 A 2.35 A 1.56 A

1.58 M
14A .324 2.29 --
14AP .349 A 2.21 A 1.44 A

1.44 H

16A .364 2.23 --

16AP .333 A 2.23 A 1.49 A
1.49 H

15A .284 2.28 --
15AP .266 A 2.24 A 1.65 A

1.65 H

17A .304 2.34 --

.266 2.31

.280 2.26
17AH .276 2.25 --
17AP .274 A 2.29 A 1.66 A

1.67 H
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Table 2.--Physical properties of core samples: Porosity,
* grain density, and bulk density--Continued

Sample Porosity Grain density Bulk density
label (CM3 /CM 3 ) .g/Cm 3 ) (g/cm3 )

_~~~~~~~~~~gc gc

18A

18AH
18AP

0.278
.248
.236
.275 A

2.30
2.28
2.29
2.32 A 1.68

1.70
A
M

19A

19AH
19AP

.363

.272

.283

.327 A

2.35
2.25
2.22
2.32 A 1.56

1.57

8A
8AP

.299

.331 A
2.26
2.32 A

1lA
1lAP

.313

.326 A
2.32
2.33 A

1.55
1.57

1.57
1.58

1.87
1.62
1.63

IAP
7AP

.228

.277

.287 A

.254

2.61
2.58
2.27
2.27

A
A
A

9A

9AH
9AP

.285

.282

.271

.297 A

.274

2.35
2.32
2.31
2.35 A
2.29

1.66
1.67

lOA .316
.311 A
.29.1
.431 A
.423

2.42
2.36 A
2.31
2.41 A
2.40

1.62
1.64
1.37
1.38

4AP

5A .414
.416
.427
.440 A
.441

2.34
2.33
2.36
2.36 A
2.33

SAP 1.33 A
1.30 M

2A .510
.490
.473
.485
.504 A
.502

2.34
2.33
2.31
2.34
2.35 A
2.34

2AP 1.17 A
1.16 M
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Table 2.--Physical properties of core samples: Porosity,
grain density, and bulk density--Continued

Sample Porosity Grain density Bulk density
label (CM 3/CM 3 ) (g/C1 3 ) (g/Cu3)

6A 0.364

6AP

3A

.437 A

.454

.443

.441

.443

.440

.440 A

.454

2.33
2.35
2.30 A
2.32

2.33
2.34
2.34
2.33
2.33 A
2.32

1.30 A
1.26 M

3AH
3AP 1.31

1.27
A
M

1v .436
.405
.419 A
.418

IVP

5-2 .321
.311
.326
.320
.423

5-2H
5-1B

4-4

4-4H
4-5

4-5H

.399

.408

.412

.472

.482

.470

2.44
2.32
2.34 A
2.32

2.28
2.26
2.29
2.25
2.33

2.37
2.40
2.36
2.37
2.40
2.35

2.25
2.34
2.28
2.29
2.24

2.27
2.29
2.42
2.31
2.35
2.33

2.26
2.23
2.25

1.36 A
1.35 H

5-6
5-7
4-6

.464

.455

.281

.287

.3364-6H

4-7

4-7H
5-1
5-IA
5-8

.355

.362

.408

.396

.411

.345

5-9 .287
.308
.289
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Table 3.--Intrinsic perneability values for core samples

[All values in millidarcies; -- , no data]

Sample Air Klinkenberg Specific Specific
label permeability permeability permeability permeability

to nonpolar oil to water

lU 0.17
.07

2.80
1.20

0.24 0.01
1.10
1.30
.22
.27

1UH .26 0.35
.25

2U .35
.29

68.00
46.00

30.50 .01
1.70

47.00

9.90
2UH
2UP .35 37.00

iP .00
.02
.01
.00

.00 .00
.00

IPH

2P .22
.18
.09
.30

.03

.04
.03
.04
.03
.012PH

3P .26
.36
.53
.20
.25

.05

.02

.02

.20

.02

.01

.04

.05

3PH .05 .03

20A

20AP
12A
IZAP

.02

.47

.18

.03

__

13A
13AP
14A
14AP

.10

.22

.04

.02

.01

.00

.00

.07

.00

.02

.00

.02
.01
.03

_

16A
16AP
15A
15AP

.20 .02 .02
.03
.01
.02

.18
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Table 3.-.Intrinsic permeability values for core samples--Continued

Sample Air Klinkenberg Specific Specific
label permeability permeability permeability permeability

to nonpolar oil to water

17A 0.06
.17
.08
.09

__ 0.01
0.03

17AM
17AP

.02 0.01 .01
.02

18A .03
.07
.0118AH

1 AP

.03

.01

.05

.04

__

.00 .01
.00
.006

.00

19A .19
.14
.28

.00

.00

.0119AH .02
.07

19AP .02

8A
1lA
1lAP
IA.

.07

.06

.23

.02
.00 .00

.00

.02

.00.04

7AP
9A .05 .01

.06

.00

.00

.00

.00

9AM
9AP

.04 .01 .00

IOA .09
.12

lOAP

.02

.01

.05

.00 .00

4AP __ __

__

.01

.005

.02

.00
41.00

100.00
159.00

5A 132.00
142.00
129.00SAP __

2A 290.00
264.00
368.00
374.00

64.00
198.00
192.50
129.50
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Table 3.--Intrinsic permeability values for core samples--Continued

Sample Air Klinkenberg Specific Specific
label permeability bili permeability permeability

to nonpolar oil to water

6A
3A

3A1

3AP

IV

IVP

5-2

5-2H
5-lB

4-4
4-4H
4-5

4-SH

5-6
5-7
4-6

4-6H
4-7

4-7H

5-1

5-1I
5-1A
5-8

5-9

267.00
247.00
293.00
315.00

30.00
34.00

312.00

__

__

242.40
90.00
195.00

282.00

220.00
287.50

22.00 14.00
17.00
19.20

5.50
5.30
5.20
9.50

117.00

2.30
4.80

90.00
92.00
93.00

111.00

35.00
32.00
53.00
78.00

152.00

29.00
21.00
17.00
27.00

42.00
45.00

247.00
2.40

223.00
362.00
350.00

3.21

9.16
90.00

1.26
3.52

33.00
89.00

111.30

33.00
29.00
58.00

23.40
21.00

2.10

6.90

3.40

3.30
.76

.86
1.90

20.00
51.00

94.00 74.00

__

__

__

20.00
.69

29.00

19.00 8.70
.46

3.00 2.20

43.00

210.00
.60

308.00

14.00

2.20
.67
.46

140.00
184.00

K>
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51
Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated unsaturated

hydraul c-conductivi ty values

[mD, millidarcies; cm/s, centimeter per second; relative permeability
(fraction), relative permeability to water, fraction]

Hydraulic Perme- Percent Relative Hydraulic
Sample conductivity ability satu- perme- conductivity
label saturated saturated satu- ability unsaturated

(cM/s) (mD) ration (fraction) (cm/s)

GAS-DRIVE METHOD RESULTS

5-2 5. 31X10 8 5.5 100.0
88.8
87.0
85.9
84.9
82.7
80.7

1.0
.124
.088
.069
.056
.033
.019

3P 2. 90X10 83

1. 75Xl0_3

.03

18.1

79.0
77.7
76.4
74.7
73.2
71.8
70.9

100.0
87.8
83.7
78.7
72.3
68.4
65.6

63.2
61.4
59.9
58.3
57.2
56.4

100.0
89.4
88. 1
87.4
86.8
86.2
84.8

83.5
82.7
81.5
79.3
78.4
76.9
76.1

.013

.0084

.0050
.0035
.0019
.00078
.00039

1.0
.541
.421
.300
.162
.097
.063

.040

.026

.017

.0097

.0057

.0036

1.0
.075
.052
.043
.037
.031
.019

.012

.0088

.0062

.0022

.0015

.00066

.00038

5.31x10 5
6.58x10-7
4.67X10 7
3.66X10 7
2.97X10 t
1.75X10 7
1. 01xO ?

6.90x10-8
4.46X10-8
2.65X10 8
1.86X10 S
1. XOlxlO
4.14x10'9
2.07X10 9

2.90X108
1.57X10 8
1.22X10 8
8.69X10 9
4.69X10 9
2.81X10 9
1.82X10 9

1.16X10 9
7.53X1O-l1
4.92x0-l0
2.81X10 10
1.65X10 10
1.04X1O-10

1.75X10 5
1.31X10 X
9.09XlO1?

7.51x14 ?
6.46X10 7
5.42X10 ?
3.32X10 ?

2.10X10 7
1. 54X10 7

1.08X10? 7

3.84'(10-8
2.62X10 8
1. 15x10 S
6.64X10'9

IV
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Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated

hydraulic-conductivity values--Continued
unsaturated

Hydraulic Perme- Percent Relative Hydraulic

Sample conductivity ability satu- perme- conductivity

label saturated saturated ratu- ability unsaturated
(cm/s) (iD) ration (fraction) (cm/s)

GAS-DRIVE METHOD RESULTS--Continued

1U 9.65x10 9 0.01 100.0
76.7
74.2
72.5
67.1
63.6

1.0
.172
.137
.121
.070
.037

9. 65X10 9

1.66X10 9

1. 32X10 9

1. 17X10 9

6.76x10'a0
3.57X1O-lo

62.0
59.0
57.1
56.0
52.8
51.3

.029

.017

.010

.008

.0036

.0014

2 .80X101 00
1 .64X10_1 0

9 .65X10_1 1

7.72X10-'1

3.48X10_1

1.35X10_1 1

CENTRIFUGE METHOD RESULTS

5.31XIO06 5.5 100.0
72.0
71.8
70.5
68.2

1.0
.034
.033
.024
.020

5 .31X10 6

1.81X1O0 7

1. 75X1O0 7

1. 27X10- 7

1.06X10- 7

65.5
63.0
59.9
58.6
57.2

56.0
52.6
51.1
50.4
46.3

44.2
43.1
42.9
41.7
39.4

.010

.0061

.0034

.0027

.0017

.0014

.00066

.00038

.00034

.00016

.000082

.000067

.000061

.000053

.000028

5. 31X10 8

3.24X1O08

1.81X1O0 8

1.43x10 8

9.03X10 9

7.43X10 9

3. 50X109
2.02X10-9

1.81X10 9

8.49X10-10

4.35X1O-10

3.56x1O-10

3.24X10-10

2.81X1O-10

1. 49x10_1 0
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Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated

hydraulic-conductivity values--Continued
unsaturated

Hydrauiic Perme- Relative Hydraulic
Sample conductivity ability Percent perme- conductivity

label saturated saturated satu- ability unsaturated
(cm/s) (mD) ration (fraction) (cm/s)

CENTRIFUGE METHOD RESULTS--Continued

2A 1. 46X10-4 151.5 100.0
86.0
85.0
83.6
82.6
81.5

1.0
.053
.046
.033
.024
.017

.014

.010

.0064

.0049

.0034

.0021

1. 46X10 4

7. 75XIO-
6.73X10 3
4.83X10 5
3.51X1O B
2.49X1O06

2.05iX1O03
1.46X1O0B
9.36xI0 7

7.17XIO1 7

4.97X1O'7

3.07X10 7

80.7
79.5
78.0
77.0
75.7
74.2

72.9
71.8
71.0
70.2
69.5

18A

4-5H

2.90X10 9

7. 14XI0-

.003

74

100.0
97.3
96.4
95.3
94.3
93.1
92.1
91.7

100.0
64.1
62.4
59.0
57.5
57.1

.0012

.00068

.00040

.00021

.000072

1.0
.305
.222
.129
.079
.031
.011
.0014

1.0
.039
.032
.019
.014
.013

1. 75X10 ?
9.94X10 8

5.85X1O 8

3.07X10 8

1. 05x10 8

2.90X1O09
8. 83xlO10
6.43X10O10

3.74X6-10

2.29X10 10

8.98x10 1-
3.19X6-01

4.05X10 12

7.14X1O 5

2.79X10 6
2.29X1O0 6

1.36X10 S
1. 00X10 8

9.29X10-7

51.9
50.5
49.9
49.0
48.3

.0045

.0031

.0024

.0020

.0014

3.21X10 7

2.21Xi O7
1. 71X10 7

1. 43X10 ?
1. OOX10? 7
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Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated
hydraulic-conductivity values--Continued

unsaturated

Hydraulic Perme- Relative Hydraulic

Sample conductivity ability Percent pcrme- conductivity

label saturated : saturated satu- ability unsaturated
(cm/s) (mD) ration (fraction) (cm/s)

CENTRIFUGE METHOD RESULTS--Continued

17A 1.45x10 8 0.015 100.0
95.8
94.3
92.3
90.0
88.4

1.0
.578
.506
.377
.297
.221

I1.45x10_8

8.37X10-9

7. 33X1 9

5. 46X10-9

4.30X 10-9

3.20X10_9

85.3
80.2
80.0
78.8
77.0
76.1
75.7

.157

.034

.030

.020

.0061

.0022

.00028

1.0
.026
.0097
.0081
.0053
.0034
.0028

2.27X10 9

4.92x10-lo
4.34x10_10

2.90X10 010
8.83xlO0'
3.19x1o_11
4.05Xo0-12

1. 78X10 S
4.62X10 '

1. 72X10 7
1.44x10
9.41X10 8
6.04X10 8
4.97X1O 8

5-9 1. 78X10 5 184 100.0
76.9
72.5
71.5
68.9
67.5
65.8

63.4
61.3
60.1
59.1
55.8
50.9

1Ug 2.12xlO 7 .22 100.0
81.4
78.9
74.7
70.8
65.1
63.2

.0014

.0010

.00047

.00042

.00013

.0000077

1.0
.338
.292
.218
.164
.099
.077

2.49X10 8
1.78x1O 8
8.35x10 9
7.46X10 9
2.31x10 9
1.37X10 10

2.12X10 7

7.18x10 8

6.20x10 8
4.63X1O g
3.48x10 8
2.10x10 8
1.64X10 8

60.1
58.4
54.2
51.6
47.8
45.9
43.6

.057

.044

.029

.016

.0094

.0049

.0035

1.21X10 8
9.34X1O 9
6.16x10-g
3.40X10 9
2.00xlO 9
1.04X10 9
7.43X10-10
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Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated
hydraulic-conductivity values--Continued

unsaturated

Hydraulic Perme- Percent Relative Hydraulic
Sample conductivity ability sat perme- conductivity
label saturated saturated satu- ability unsaturated

(cm/s) (mD) ration (fraction) (cM/3)

CENTRIFUGE METHOD RESULTS--Continued

lUH--Continued 39.7
38.0
37.3
34.8
34.7
33.8
30.8

0.0014
.00063
.00056
.00023
.00021
.00018
.000027

1.0
.061
.057
.047
.034

2.97xI0 10
1. 34X10 10
1. l9xlo-10
4. 88X1- 1
4.46xlo 11
3.82X1O-11
5.73X10 12

8.40X103s
5. 12X10 7
4.79X10 7
3.95X10 7
2.86X10 7

4-6H 8. 40x1 06 8.7 100.0
81.8
81.2
80.3
78.3

76.5
75.3
74.5
73.9
72.3

71.6
70.0
69.4
66.9
65.7

64.7
63.7
62.4
62.0
61.9

61.3
57.8
57.3
56.7
55.3

.020

.017

.013

.012

.0079

.0067

.0044

.0033

.0017

.0014

.00094

.00810

.00047

.00045

.00033

.00031

.000096

.000066

.000050

.000019

1.68X1O 7
1.43X10 7
1. 9X109 7

1.01xO10-7
6.63X10 8

5.63X10 8
3.70X10 s
2.77X10 8
1. 43X 1 S
1. 18X1O 8

7.89X10 9
6. 0X109
3.95X10 9
3.78X10 9
2.77X10 9

2.60X10 9
8.06x10-10
5.54X10-10
4.20xO1 10
1. 60X1 10
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Table 4.--Relative permeability and corresponding calculated
hydraulic-conductivity values--Continued

unsaturated

Hydraulic Perme- Relative Hydraulic
Sample conductivity ability Percent perme- conductivity
label saturated saturated satu- ability unsaturated

(cm/s) (.D) ration (fraction) (cm/s)

CENTRIFUGE METHOD RESULTS--Continued

IV 1.75X10 5 18.1 100.0 1.0 1.75x10 5

95.3 .308 5.38x10 6

93.8 .230 4.02x10-6
92.4 .193 3.37x10 6

90.5 .126 2.20x10 6

88.7 .093 1.62X10- 6

86.6 .046 8.04x10-7

85.8 .039 6.81x10- 7

85.1 .028 4.89X10-7
83.8 .021 3.67x10-7
81.9 .0057 9.96x10-8

81.1 .0045 7.86x10-8

80.2 .0022 3.84x10 8

79.3 .0010 1.75x10 8

3P 2.90X10-8 .03 100.0 1.0 2.90x10-8

88.5 .588 1.71x10_8

88.1 .582 1.69x10-8
84.5 .443 1.28x10-8

78.2 .248 7.19x10 9
75.2 .156 4.52X10 9

74.8 .152 4.41x10 9

70.2 .096 2.78x10 9

66.6 .047 1.36x10 9
63.7 .033 9.57X10-10

60.1 .014 4.06x10 10

58.5 .0078 2.26x10-10

57.2 .0055 1.60X10 10

54.5 .0016 4.64x10 11
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Table 5.--Water retention for pressure plate and

[Water retention, in percent volumetric water content; matric

Sample Mthd Matric
label eo 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.28 0.34 0.55 0.69 1.03 1.38

IV PLATE
CENT.
CENT.

PLATE
CENT.

0.93 0.91
.95

1.00

0.86
.87
.98

0.76
0.75
.81

0.66

.63

0.68
.69

.53

0.57

.60

0.61

.41
2A -- 1.00 .86 .67 --

.91 .77 -- .65

4-5

4-SH

4-6

4-6H

PLATE
CENT.
CENT.

.98
1.00
1.00

.98
1.00

.90

1.00
1.00
1.00

.94 -- .61
.58 --
.60 --

-- .94
.97 --
.76 --

__ .50
.40 --
.38 -_

.30

.28

PLATE
CENT.
CENT.

__

1.00
1.00
1.00

.97 __ .91

.92 -- .86

.68 -- .60

4-7

4-7H

PLATE
CENT.
PLATE

.97 .92 .82
__ .94 .78 --
.96 .95 .91 .79

__ .71
.69 _-
-- .59

5-9

1U

1UH

5-2

17A

18A

PLATE
CENT.

PLATE
CENT.
PLATE
CENT.

-- .83 .74
__ .95 .87

.98

CENT.
PLATE
CENT.

1.00
.98

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
.96

1.00

1.00

.62

.83

.63

1.00

.84

.91

1.00

.58

.71

.67
.63 -- .55
-- .50 --

a- .55 aa i

.53 -- .45

.78 -- .68

.98 -- a _
-_ .63 -a
.70 -- .63

.84

.59
1.00

.98
1.00

.91

.75

.47

.97

.85

CENT.
CENT.
PLATE

CENT.
PLATE

__

1.00

1.00
__ a _ a_ a- -- a- a a.98 -a 93

3P CENT.
PLATE

____ -- - - - - - -a 1.00

__ _ _ - - a-- -- - - .91 __ .78
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K> centrifuge methods on vertical and horizontal core samples

potential in bars; PLATE, pressure plate; CENT., centriufge; -- , no data]

potential
1.72 2.41 2.76 3.45 4.14 5.52 6.90 8.28 13.79 34.48 68.97

0.49

0.47
0.55

__

__

__

0.51

__

__

__

0.41
.48 _ _

__ .50
.32

.23

__ .29

__ . 19 -1
_ _

.32

.73
.78
.50

.74

.45

.61

.42
.47

__

__

__

.44 __
.37 --

__ .52

.77
.53

.38

.57

.56

0.58

.52

0.44 .42
.47
.45

__ .33

0.40
0.40 0.35

.73

1.00

_ _

.65

.36
-- .58 -- .51
-- -- .27 .26.
.65 -- -- .51

.24

.68

.36

.63

.28 0.21

.40 .33
.92

.78
1.00

.89 -- .82
__ .75
.70 .69

1.00

.80

__ _- 1.00

.88 --
__ _- 1.00 -- 1.00

-- .84 .82 .81 --
.65 .54

.30 .22
__ .64

.64 __ -- .58

__ .56 .55 .53
.46
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Table 6.--Water retention for mercury intrusion porosimetry method

[Water retention, eV, in percent volumetric water content; matric potential, I t

*m, in bars. Tests

in Golden, Colo.]

done at U.S. Geological Survey petrophysics laboratory,

Sample 20AP Sample 18AP

av -In - 0v *M

0.2594 9
.2589
.2578
.2574
.2567

).055
.061
.070
.081
.103

0.2747
.2742
.2737
.2733
.2723

0.088
.711
.984

1.499
2.399

.2559

.2548

.2536

.2531

.2523

.112

.129

.141

.152

.165

.2514

.2487

.2375

.2255

.2194

.179

.191

.301

.436

.572

.2149

.2079

.2039

.2003

.1983

.708

.981
1.253
1.499
1.772

.2718

.2705

.2695

.2685

.2676

.2636

.2619

.2551

.2481

.2191

.1848

.1686

.1577

.1500

.1436

.1424

.1385

.1324

.1257

.1235

.1192

.1183

.1087

.1067

.1050

3.816
4.770
6.815
8.177

10.900

15.330
20.440
24.530
29.980
37.480

44.980
49.060
51.790
54.520
57.240

61.330
63.380
68.150
74.960
81.770

87.230
95.400

102.200
109.000
115.800

122.700
129.500
136.300

.1956

.1907

.1886

.1866

.1837

2.181
2.590
3.135
3.680
4.634

.1822

.1795

.1733

.1716

.1702

.1678

.1643

.1604

.1481

.1364

5.452
6.815
14.310
17.720
20.440

27.260
40.890
51.790
59.970
66.780

.1017

.0999

.0982
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K>
Table 6.--Water retention for mercury intrusion porosimetry method--Continued

Sample 20AP

6v *

0.1318 72.230
.1254 79.050
.1193 87.230
.1156 92.680
.1114 102.200

.1090 109.000

.1066 115.800

.1043 124.000

.1026 129.500

.1012 136.300

Sample 8A Sample 13A Sample 19A

ev
0.3306

.3300

.3299

.3296

.3280

0.057
.122
.174
.193
.329

0.3338
.3335
.3318
.3300
.3281

0.130
.302
.438
.574
.711

0.3265
.3256
.3249
.3245
.3239

0.053
.074
.089
.104
. 115

.3252

.3224

.3204

.3147

.3116

.3088

.3057

.3031

.3000

.2972

.2935
.2905
.2865
.2836
.2798

.2777

.2749

.2713

.2681

.2630

.2586

.2546
.2493
.2442
.2369

.452

.574

.710

.996
1.256

1.499
1.772
2.072
2.453
2.862

3.407
3.952
4.770
5.452
6.406

6.951
8.177
9.540

10 .900
13.630

16.350
19.080
23.170
27.260
32.710

.3254

.3243
.3215
.3176
.3106

.3057

.2990

.2962
.2943
.2900

.2879
.2842
.2820
.2798
.2771

.2732

.2711

.2673
.2620
.2593

.2526

.2479
.2422
.2350
.2286

.847

.983
1.256

.567
1.908

2.290
2.671
2.889
3.135
3.544

3.816
4.361
4.770
5.179
5.806

6.815
7.251
8.859

11.580
13.630

17.040
19.080
21.810
24.530
27.260

.3231
.3227
.3218
.3209
.3206

.126

.142

.152

.172

.182

.3168

.3109

.2950
.2881
.2836

.191

.301

.437

.573

.709

.2762
.2694
.2628
.2592
.2561

.2517

.2491
.2467
.2436
.2383

.2362
.2334
.2314
.2292
.2267

.845
1.363
1.935
2.453
3.135

4.116
4.770
5.452
6.815

10.900

13.630
17.720
21.810
27.260
32.710
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Table 6.--Water retention for mercury intrusion porosimetry method--Continued

Sample 8A Sample 13A Sample 19A

v n v *n v n

0.2304 38.160 0.2181 30.670 0.2236 39.520
.2216 43.610 .2014 34.070 .2195 45.660
.2123 47.700 .1897 36.120 .2131 49.750
.2061 50.430 .1781 38.160 .2031 54.520
.1954 54.520 .1700 40.210 .1894 57.240

.1889 57.240 .1653 42.250 .1861 59.970

.1811 59.970 .1606 44.980 .1791 62.690

.1765 62.690 .1559 47.700 .1717 68.150

.1713 66.780 .1512 51.110 .1646 72.920

.1667 70.870 .1466 54.520 .1599 78.370

.1620 74.960 .1434 58.610 .1567 81.770

.1558 80.410 .1387 62.690 .1505 88.590

.1496 87.230 .1341 68.150 .1458 95.400

.1450 95.400 .1309 74.960 .1427 102.200

.1403 103.600 .1263 81.770 .1349 109.700

.1341 111.800 .1231 88.590 .1318 122.700

.1326 118.600 .1200 95.400 .1286 129.500
.1295 124.000 .1169 102.200 .1255 136.300
.1264 129.500 .1153 109.000

Sample 14A Sample 16A Sample 11A

at Am 3v* v

0.3476
.3459
.3430
.3402
.3327

.3284
.3257
.3215
.3179
.3153

.3125

.3101

.2989

.2886

.2817

.2771

.2674

.2625

.2542

.2509

0.046
.055
.070
.086
.103

.119

.125

.138

.152

.164

.178

.191

.299

.435

.571

.707

.979
1.116
1.363
1.499

0.3287
.3259
.3230
.3200
.3172

.3110

.3077

.3044

.3004

.2951

.2931

.2910

.2887

.2852

.2817

.2779

.2747

.2717
.2656
.2565

0.189
.302
.438
.574
.765

.982
1.132
1.255
1.417
1.635

1.772
1.908
2.058
2.208
2.453

2.617
2.753
2.889
3.216
3.571

0.3259
.3253
.3250
.3246
.3244

.3241

.3238

.3235

.3222

.3211

.3190

.3158

.3133
.3106
.3081

.3043

.3001

.2960
.2924
.2881

0.057
.084
.121
.137
.154

.159

.179

.193

.329

.438

.574

.710

.847
1.011
1.174

1.363
1.635
1.908
2.181
2.453
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Table 6.--Vater retention for mercury intrusion porosimetry method--Continued

Sample 14A Sample 16A Sample llA

6v *M 6v * 6v am

0.2477
.2409
.2339
.2295
.2239

.2187

.2150

.2107

.2069

.2035

.1991

.1948

.1905

.1818

.1790

.1732

.1689

.1660

.1602

.1530

.1415

.1271

.1127

.1040

.0982

.0910

.0867

.0824

.0795

.0752

.0708

.0680

.0651

1.635
1.908
2.181
2.453
2.726

3.135
3.407
3.816
4.089
4.498

5.179
5.997
6.815
7.496

10.220

12.270
14.310
16.350
20.440
25.900

32.710
37.480
40.890
43.610
46.340

50.430
54.520
58.610
64.060

70.870
79.050
87.230
95.400

0.2528
.2482
.2467
.2407
.2333

.2303

.2244

.2184

.2110

.2035

.1902

.1693

.1619

.1530

.1455

.1336

.1172

.1038

.0934

.0845

.0770

.0726

.0666

.0636

.0607

.0562

.0547

.0532

.0502

.0487

.0487

.0473

.0458

3.789
4.143
4.416
4.770
5.343

5.724
6.188
6.706
7.373
8.177

9.540
11.580
13.630
17.040
20.440

24.530
28.620
34.070
39.520
45.660

51.790
57.240
65.420
72.230
79.050

88.590
95.400
102.200
109.000

115.800
122.700
129.500
136.300

0.2858
.2817
.2778
.2732
.2694

.2666

.2619

.2589

.2511

.2438

.2383

.2330

.2270

.2195

.2099

.1965

.1826

.1725

.1658

.1579

.1516

.1453

.1422

.1375

.1328

.1281

.1233

.1202

.1155

.1108

.1076

.1029

.0982

2.726
3.135
3.544
4.089
4.634

5.179
6.133
6.815
9.540
12.270

14.990
18.400
21.810
26.580
31.350

36.800
40.890
42.930
44.980
47.700

50.430
53.150
55.880
58.610
61.330

65.420
69.510
73.600
79.050

84.500
90.630
98.130
107.700

115.800
122.700
129.500
136.300

.0950

.0919

.0887

.0872
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY DATA

For comparative analyses of permeability methods, it was indicated by
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test (Zar, 1984) that the intrinsic permeability
data determined from the four methods were log-normally distributed. Correla-
tions of the mean squared values and the variances squared gave coefficients
of determination Wr2) >0.85. In addition, a fractile diagram of the data
presented straight lines. Both of these analyses indicate log-normally dis-
tributed populations (Warrick and Nielsen, 1980). This distribution is
skewed, as are the low-flow permeability data for all three methods. Deter-
mination of this distribution for these data indicates that the data are valid
based on the idea that physical phenomena and parameters typically are char-
acterized by distributions that are log normal. This is particularly true in
geological settings and was shown to be true for permeability (Hammermeister,
1978). The geometric mean Q):

[(X1) x (X2) x ... x (Xn)I1/ (20)

weights the values so that one high value will not misrepresent the mean of
the whole population.

In comparative analyses of subsamples involving very small sample sizes
(a), arithmetic means (x) are used for comparison along with standard devia-
tions to illustrate the variation around the mean. In comparisons involving
large sample sizes, the geometric mean (8) and confidence intervals (standard
deviations cannot be calculated for log-normally distributed populations) are
used to compare permeability methods to more appropriately represent the popu-
lations. Because of uncertainties in the true distribution function for the
data (for example, whether normal or log-normal), analyses based on the as-
sumption of both normal and log-normal distributions are provided.

The difference between Calico Hills samples and the remaining samples is
listed in table 3, which lists intrinsic permeability values for all samples.
Calico Hills samples are designated as low flow. Also, using air permeability
as an index, these samples exhibit a range of 0.01 (or 0.00) to 2.80 mD. This
division is reasonable because the Calico Hills samples tend to have larger
clay and zeolite contents and, therefore, probably have lower macroporosity.
Also the clay and zeolites may interact with water and additionally contribute
to the observed lower water flow-rates. The only other sample indicating a
lower flow rate is 10-A (0.09 mD), which has been classified as bedded-
reworked tuff. Lithologic logs of the borehole from which the sample was
taken describe this particular depth interval as argillic and zeolitic and
include it as part of the Calico Hills to 1,835.7 feet. The remaining samples
are considered to be high flow and exhibit a range of air permeability between
2.3 and 374.0 mD.

The permeability data listed in table 7 include means, standard devia-
tions, and coefficient of variation (CV) of specific liquid permeability to
water as a function of core-sample matrix description and provide a more
detailed examination of the permeability data. Most noticeable is that the
Calico Hills sample permeability values are, on the average, three orders
of magnitude lower than all other sample permeability values.

When analyzed separately, the five different rock-unit types within the
Calico Hills vary. This may indicate valid differences among rock-unit flows.
Note also that vitric tuff samples exhibit the highest permeability values.
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K> Table 7.--Specific liquid permeability means, standard deviations, and
coefficients of variation for core samples as a function of core matrix

[c, number of samples used in analysis; CV, coefficient of variation;
all analyses assume normally distributed populations]

Specific permeability

Geologic Core matrix to water
unit description n (millidarcies)

Mean Standard CV

Calico Hills Vitric 2 0,291 0.290 0.997
Devitrified, zeolitized 4 .030 .021 .690
Zeolitized 8 .016 .007 .428
Zeolitized, partially 4 .006 .005 .428

argillic
Bedded-reworked tuff 1 .010

Base of Tiva Vitric 2 50.01 49.99 1.00
Canyon Member Vitric, partially 1 145.90

argillic

Yucca Mountain Vitric 5 92.20 105.64 1.15
Member

Pah Canyon Vitric 4 17.59 19.35 1.10
Member

Bedded-reworked 5 5.89 7.09 1.20
tuff

Topopah Spring Vitric 1 162.00
Member

The high-flow data in table 7 show much more variability as indicated by
high coefficients of variation (CV), which is the standard deviation divided
by the mean. Values of two samples from UE-25a #6 (see table 1), 4A and IV,
although from samples in different formations, are much lower than the
remaining sample values. In addition, there are three very low permeability
values, two from UE-25 UZ #4: 4-4 from Pah Canyon Member and 4-7, bedded-
reworked tuff from UE-25 UZ #5. No explanation for these low values can be
offered at this time.

Statistical analyses of intrinsic permeability data are listed for four
methods in table 8, including low- and high-flow samples, and under the assump-
tion of both normally and log-normally distributed populations. The low-flow
data are as expected, with the air permeability method measurements represent-
ing higher flow than the other three methods. The large variation in the high-
flow data seems to complicate the arithmetic means, although the geometric
means probably represent both the high- and low-flow data more accurately.
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Table 8.--Zntrinsic permeability mean and standard deviation values

fmD, millidarcies]

Air Klinkenberg Nonpolar Specific
.perme- perme- oil permeability
ability ability permeability to water
(inD) (mD) (mD) (mD)

LOW FLOW
Assumed normally

distributed
Mean (i) 0.199 0.043 0.044 0.044
Standard .225 .056 .088 .124

deviation

Assumed log-normally
distributed
Mean (j) .129 .025 .007 .011

HIGH FLOW
Assumed normally

distributed
Mean (x) 40.41 84.76 81.06 53.79
Standard 111.78 105.55 105.76 76.99

deviation

Assumed log-normally
distributed
Mean (j) 50.08 30.32 25.97 7.13

KY

The Klinkenberg method for determining intrinsic permeability requires
gas permeability measurements at each of several confining pressures. The
change in permeability over the range of confining pressures used on 12 cores
is listed in table 9. The values are related to core-matrix description. In
the first six samples, there is a large percent change in permeability, 66 to
88 percent, over the range of confining pressures induced on those cores. The
second six samples do not show large permeability changes. The integrity of
the core matrix under pressure may be questioned when considering the large
changes in sample permeability values. Zeolitized matrices occur in samples
within the range of permeability changes whereas the three partially vitric
cores all exhibited large changes in permeability with increased confining
pressure. Differences in permeability values due to confining pressure may
not pose a problem because this method accounts appropriately for in-situ
overburden pressures.

Horizontal and vertical core intrinsic permeability values are listed in
table 10. Means and standard deviations indicate little difference between
data from vertical and horizontal core. The data also were regressed, and
coefficients of determination (r2) are listed. Correlations are fairly strong
between the vertical and horizontal data for both the low- and high-flow
samples.
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Table 9.--Reduction in Klidnkenberg permeability values as a function of
confining pressure for various rock matrix types

Confining Percent
sample Depth pressure change in Core matrix
label (meters) range (psi) permeability description

14A 1,880.3 300-900 88 Zeolitized
2P 1,398.2 300-900 82 Partially vitric
16A 1,932.5 300-400 80 Zeolitized
3P 1,516.3 300-900 70 Partially vitric
IF 1,329.0 300-900 67 Partially vitric
1A 1,785.6 50-200 66 Zeolitized, partially

argillic

13A 1,792.3 50-200 29 Zeolitized
11A 1,700.0 300-900 22 Zeolitized, partially

argillic
17A 2,076.0 300-750 19 Zeolitized
12A 1,756.9 300-900 17 Zeolitized
1OA 1,801.5 300-900 9 Bedded, reworked
18A 2,168.6 300-750 7 Zeolitized

Table 10.--Intrinsic permeability means and standard deviations, regression
equations, coefficients of determination, and standard error of estimate

for vertical permeability (y) for low- and high-flow core samples

[Values represent all cores that had both vertical and horizontal measurements
and include all determination methods; mD, millidarcies; a, number of
samples; r2, coefficient of determination; SEE, standard error of estimate
for vertical permeability (y)]

Vertical
permeability (y)

(D)

Horizontal
permeability (x)

(mD)

Low flow

High flow

Mean
Standard deviation
n

Mean
Standard deviation
n

0.15
.26

19

0.13
.25

8

40.96
61.88
18

r 2

42.78
74.30
5

Regression equations SEE

Low flow

High flow

y = 0.006 + 0.841 x

y = -3.161 + 1.122 x

0.730

0.873

0.140

28.230
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Regressions established between the methods of intrinsic permeability
determination for low- and high-flow samples are listed in table 11. Coeffi-
cient of determination (r2) values express the proportion of the total varia-
tion in the values of the variable y that can be accounted for or explained by
a linear relation with the random variable x. These values are very high for
all regressions, which implies little need for expensive detailed measurements.

Table II.--Regressions of intrinsic permeability data for
four methods of determination

[Samples having data for all four methods were used, and all replicates
were included. All values are in millidarciesJ

Methods . Coefficient of Standard
regressed Regression determination error of
(x versus y) equation (r2) estimate

Klinkenberg compared
to air

Low flow y = -0.014 + 4.291 x 0.995 0.02
High flow y = 17.247 + 0.861 x .973 21.19

Klinkenberg compared to
specific permeability
to water

Low flow y = -0.074 + 2.489 x .945 .05
High flow y = -2.442 + 0.641 x .999 3.24

Klinkenberg compared to
nonpolar oil

Low flow y = -0.028 + 1.287 x .983 .01
High flow y = 1.291 + 0.909 x .984 17.39

Specific permeability to
water compared to air

Low flow y = 0.121 + 1.632 x .944 .09
High flow y = 20.938 + 1.335 x .963 24.84

Specific permeability
to water compared to
nonpolar oil

Low flow y = 0.012 + 0.498 x .967 .02
High flow y = 4.609 + 1.421 x .989 14.56

SUMMARY

The data obtained using four laboratory methods for the determination of
permeability in rock cores showed considerable variability within the popula-
tion. The variability probably was increased by the nature of sample selection
There was, however, a significant difference between sample values from the
Calico Hills formation and all other rock units. On the average, Calico Hills
intrinsic permeability values were smaller by three orders of magnitude.
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The mean intrinsic permeability data for the four methods showed expected
trends. Air permeability values were highest because they are not affected by
fluid properties and interactions. Klinkenberg permeability values, which
demonstrate ideal fluid permeability, were the next highest mean values.
Nonpolar oil permeability values (which introduce the density and viscosity
factors of fluids) and specific liquid permeability to water (which shows
influences of formation water viscosity, density, and formation water-matrix
interactions) were the lowest values.

There was virtually no difference between the means in intrinsic perme-
ability values of horizontal and vertical cores. Regressions of horizontal
compared to vertical core permeability values resulted in high coefficient of
determination Wr2) values.
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APPENDIX I

Graphs of Relative Permeability Determined Using

KC.> Centrifuge and Gas-Drive Methods
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APPENDIX II

Graphs of Water Retention:

II-1 through II-6. Centrifuge and Porous Plate Methods

11-7. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry
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RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE POLARIzATION METHOD OF

VERTICAL SEISMIC PROFILING (PM VSP) TN THE TERRITORY OF

TEE EASNODAR REGIOM

Ye. I. Gal'perin, Yu. D. Mirzoyan, V. Ya. Oyfa.

The work was done for the purpose of analyzing the wave fields,

bringing out the various types of waves, and studying the velocity section

on the basis of P and S waves and determining the elastic properties.

PM VSP observations were made under conditions of mediums of con-

plex constitution in the West Kuban depression (Ksluzh sector) and the

mountainous part of the West Caucasus (Ubinka sector), under conditions

of diapir tectonics on the Taman' (Fontalov sector); and also under plat-

Q.) form conditions (Kuashchevoak's. secttkr, and others.

l. Study of wave fields. The southern edge of the West tuban dep-

ression. Deposits from Mesozoic to Miocene, inclusive, enter into the

make-up of the folds of the Kaluth antictinal zone on the southern edge of

the West Kuban depression. Reflections from horizons in the Oligocene-Neo-

gene complex are relatively stable and persistent over the sector. At

large times (Eocene, Paleocene, Cretaceous) the record is complicated by

wave interference caused by the curvature of the reflecting boundaries and

by faults. Under these conditions the waves are not resolved by tradition-

al methods.

PM VSP observations were carried out in the Kaluzh #60 hole to a

depth of 2000 m, from two shotpoints.5OO and 900 m from the hole. The

vibrations were recorded by a three-point, three-component sonde with time-

pulse modulation. Polar-positional correlation, using an array of 23 seis-
28

mograms of fixed components, provided reliable distinction and tracing of

eftc. L
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direct (P and S) and reflected (PP and SS) waves.

In contrast to Z seismograms, the direct longitudinal wave P is traced

on the records of the follow-up components (F) along the whole profile (Fig.

1). The direct S wave from both shotpoints was recorded at times of 1.2

and 1.5 sec, respectively. The S wave was most reliably distinguished oe

seismograms obtained from blasting material 5

.-.,

Fit.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1.. Sesormofc opnns Xlz 6 oe 0

intensity. Attime s pt . eu o181 elcin r bevd

related to Neogene-Faleogene deposits. These waves, reflected from the

base of the low-velocity 4atey (or from the surface), create an intensive

field of incident waves and numerous interference zones. Converted waves

(reflected and transient), transverse reflections, and lateral PP waves

also interfere with the distinction of PP waves. By using polar-posi-

tional correlation JPPC] it was possible to reduce the noise substantial-

ly and trace longitudinal reflections practically continuously.

e ARCH Job~~~w-~.
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The regions of the follow-up components of PP waves are situated

in the 0 - 30-, - 270-360- ms8eor (Fig. 2). Apparent p-wave velocities

165s Fig. 2. Setrs o follow-up waves of different
type (stereographic projection).

vary within 1900-2400 mUs. With a record of stable

shape, tha9 are easily A-rti 4a0II4A GIO --

Oe different Lateral

waves with apparent velocities of 6700-7200 mIs

are optimally recorded on the horizontal and incli-

ned components in a substantial range of times.

By | jConverted reflected waves PS are extensively

Xf i FEZ 2 : represented in the wave field. On seismograms of

the Z component they are traced only in the begin-

* ning of the record to depths of 1300-1500 m. The

follow-up components for PS waves are mainly the components close to the

ray plane. In most of them the PS waves are polarized as SV vibrations.

Their maximum recording time at the surface is 3.8 sec (the record is

limited by the,;npt( iethe-compu a , their apparent velocities increase

rapidly with depth - from 500 uIs (at the surface) to 950 9. (at the

bottom of the whole). The field of incident converted waves is also inten-

sive.

Reflected transverse waves SS are recorded at times of 1.6 to 3.8 see.

In this interval, up to 10 groups of vibrations are distinguished, related

to the contacts of various lithostratigraphic complexes in the se4uence of

Cenozoic deposits, and deeper. Apparent SS-"ave velocities vary within
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900-1100 mis, and the apparent frequencies are somewhat lower. Separation

of PS and SS waves on the basis of Vg/and frequencies is complicated, but

it encounters no difficulties on the basis of the polarization criterion,

as the regions where PS and SS waves are traced are different (Fig. 2).

SS waves are polarized as SV vibrations.

The data obtained show that under the conditions of the highly de-
30

formed mediums of the West Kuban depression the use of PPC provides a re-

liable analysis of the wave field. The main types of waves are distingui-

shed and traced on VSP profiles - longitudinal (P and PP), converted (PS),

and transverse (S and SS), the joint interpretation of which can substanti-

ally enhance the precision and detail of investigations.

The data obtained on the Severskaya sector illustrate the possibili-

ties of PM VSP in analyzing the wave field in the upper part of the section,

where it is very complex as a rule. Let us examine the combination of re-

corded components of vibrations in the region of the follow-up components

for various types of waves (Fig. 3). Despite the fact that the constitution

of the region is not complicated and the medium is essentially axially sym-

metrical, the wave field consists of a fairly large number of waves of dif-

ferent type and nature. The follow-up component of the first longitudi-

nal wave Js.th L nent, the orientation of which coincides at every

point with the direction of the vector of displacement in the P wave and

varies along the profile. Longitudinal reflected waves are reliably traced

on the Z and R components, and whereas longitudinal reflections of ascend-

ing waves are traced optimally on the inclined components at 0- azimuth,

downward-reflected longitudinal waves are traced on components with 180-

K> azimuth.

Il
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Fig. 3. Data of FM VSP observations (parametric bole in the Severskaya
sector).

a - examples Of *eiffmograms a components; b - fields of follow-up
components of various types. SCB=hole, well]
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The direct transverse waves SI and S2 are optimally traced on com-

ponent 17, and reflected ascending and incident transverse waves on the

20th component.

Converted ascending reflected waves of PS type are traced on compo-

nents with 180' azimuth (20th, 12th), and incident multiples on componnts

with 0 azimuth (P. Z).

SP converted waves are traced on components close to Z and the 20th.

The examples given showed the complexity of the wave field in the upper

part of the section and the possibilities of separating it into individual

waves by studying the various components of the vibrations in space.

2. Study of velocities of longitudinal and transverse wave propaga-

tion. The possibility of simultaneous determination of P and S wave velo-

cities is an important feature of the polarization method. The use of PPC

in PH VSP made it possible to trace the direct longitudinal and transverse

waves continuously along vertical profiles. From the P and S waves that

are distinguished, traveltime curves of first arrivals are plotted, from

which velocities and the VP/V ratio .are calculated.

The data obtained on various sectors indicate that the variation in
32

longitudinal and transverse wave velocities are intimately related to the

geology of the region and the lithology of the rocks-.

Depth has a considerable effect an P and S wave velocities. Gravita-

tional pressure of the overlying deposits leads to compaction of the rocks

and to an increase in their elasticity and velocities. This is especially

noticeable for the easily compacted Neogene deposits, the porosity of which

is substantially reduced at low static pressures. As a result, an intensive

K> increase in velocity with depth is observed: from 400-600 to 900-1100 CI
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in transverse and from 1500 to 2700 -' in longitudinal waves with vertical

gradients of Pa - 0.66-0.5 sec 1 and 8p - 0.75-0.54 sec- 1.

An analogous regularity is observed in the Haykop deposits, where Vs

and VP velocity values increase to 1300 and 2700 zvs at a depth of 1800 m.

The vertical gradient is about the same for longitudinal and transverse

waves and decreases from 0.55 sec-1 to 0.35 aec-1, which on the one hand.

is due to compaction and on the other to a general increase in sandiness

in the Maykop beds.

The Paleogene deposits also react strongly to a change in depth.

As a result, due to static load i of the overlying beds there occurs an

increase in S-wave velocities from 800 vs (H - 350 m) to 1300 OE (H.

1850 m), and in P-wave velocities from 2100 to 3000 Ye. Transverse wave

velocities in the Upper Cretaceous deposits were studied in only two holes:

Cherkesskaya #3 and Mirnaya Balka #20. However, from the data of these

holes also, an increase in V5 velocity with depth is observed, from 900-

1100 to 1700-1900 mts at depths of 200-1200 m. Longitudinal wave veloci-

ties at comparable depths we~ wirhin 2550,4200 I s.

For the Lower Cretaceous deposits, the dependence of VP and Vs on

change in depth is more strongly manifested than in the Upper Cretaceous

deposits. Here V. velocities uar from 1000 to 2000 u /sin the 100-2600

a depth interval, and longitudinal wave velocities from 2400-2600 to 4200

There is little information on S-wave velocities in the Jurassic;

they have been studied only in one hole, Cherkeaskaya #3. These data show

that the character of velocity variation with depth is much less clearly

expressed in the Jurassic deposits and the fluctuations are fairly sub-
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stantial in a relatively small depth range (1200 m), especially in longi-

tudinal waves (Vp - 3500-4500 Ysap Vs - 1200-1500 =IN), and to a fairly

large extent are caused by the lithologic composition of the rocks.

On the whole it can be observed that the particulars of the geology

determine the values and range of variation of formation velocities. The

highest V, and V5 velocity values are obtained in holes in the uountainaus

part of the Caucasus, where the section consists of dense Cretaceous and

Jurassic rocks.

Very low longitudinal and transverse wave velocity values are obser-

ved in the tP s=gous deposits of the Tanna and in individual sectors

under platform conditions (IlJinskaya, Kamenakaya, etc.). In sectors in

the marginal zones of depressions, both longitudinal and transverse seisaic

wave velocities are somewhat higher than on the Taman'and on the platform,

and are intermediate in value.

Differences in depth of rocks of the same age in different regions

of western Ciscaucasia also cause considerable variations in average velo-

cities of longitudinal and transverse waveq.

The sandy-shaly Neogene-Paleogene deposits are characterized by low

values of Vsav. They increase slightly with depth - from 400-500 to 700-

800 uy" (Fig. 4). The Mesozoic deposits have a higher level of average

velocities - 750-1000 mis in bedrock beneath the low-velocity layer and

1500-1600 rfs it depths to 2500 a. For longitudinal waves, larger gradi-

ents of Vav(E) are noted for the first 600 a, due to the great variability

of velocities in the upper part of the section. Deeper, the P and S wave

velocity variations become similar, and the Vav(E) curves stabilize at

practically the same vertical gradients. The VP/Vs velocity ratio in the
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Fig. 4. Results of study of P and 8 wave velocities
Ciscaucasias.

in 20 holes in western

a - graph of average velocities of 8 (1) and P (2); b - dependence of Vs ve-
locities on V.; c - dependence of the Vp/Vs ratio on Vp (I - Neogene-Oligocene
deposits, 2 a Paleogene-Upper Cretaceous, 3 - Lower Cretaceous).
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part of the section studied varies from 3.8 to 1.7 (Fig. 4c), which is

typical of tertgenows deposits on the whole. And for the Neogene-Paleo-

gene deposits the range of variation of Vp/V. is rather substantial - 3.8-

2.5, and for the Mesozoic formations i falls within 2.3-1.7 in the face of

a considerable increase in longitudinal wave velocity values.

Analysis of the ratios of transverse and longitudinal wave velocities-

(Fig. 4b) showed that there is a relationship between them which may approxi-

mate a linear dependence:

for the Reogene-Paleogene 4_+Pg - -0.45 + 0.6 VP$

for the Mesozoic - -0.62 + 0.666 Vp.
35
The expressions obtained characterize the average values of V. and

Vs velocities. Analogous relationships were obtained in R. 1. Yudina's

work (1967).

The analysis that was made showed that the character of the variation

of Vp and Vs velocities is not the same in different mediums. Sharper dif-

ferentiation of the section is noted in the transverse wave velocities. On

the whole the V./Va ratio falls off monotonically with depth for the sandy-

shaly Neogene-Paleogene deposits. For the dense Mesozoic rocks, places

with anomalously high and low V,/Va are observed, related to the lithologic

(limestones, dense sandstones, salt, etc.) and tectonic (geosynclinal re-

gions, platform conditions, etc.) particulars of the regions investigated.

3. Study of elastic parameters. The elastic parameters depend on the

structure and composition, depth and degree of deformation of the rocks.

The set of elastic parameters and their correlational tracing can be a

source of information on local variations in the geologic section in space.

The elastic properties on the whole are determined by any one pair of coan-
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stants: Young's modulus E and Poisson' ap ~icut a, LamPs constants

x and u, longitudinal and transverse wave velocities Vp and Vs, which are

related by the following funetions.(A. K. Urupov, 1967):

v,. Z~e VFT -sE(76 -

;Y .' .. _ _t

* _~i .?.......................... _ -.

where o is the density of the rocks.

In PM VSP work, simultaneous study of VP and V5 velocities is pro-

vided, i.e. information is obtained on all the elastic properties of the

medium.

From the data on Vp and V. velocities, Poisson's coo;&tItei was cal-

culated, and in sectors where the density of the rocks had been measured,

Young's modulus and the shear modulus j were also calculated; from these

graphs the variatiom in elastic parameters with depth were plotted. From

the a(R) graph for the sandy-shaly Neogene-Faleogene deposits of western

Ciscaucasia (Fig. 5), a systematic decrease in Poisson's coefficient with
36

depth can be seen. And in. the upper part of the section (100-800 m interval)

the variation in Poisson's coe1ftkzbnt in very substantial (0.45-0.40). Be-

low that, the a(E) curve stabilizes and a has values of 0.40-0.39. The va-

lues obtained for Poisson's coefficient agree on the whole with the theore-

tical values for plastic clays and fall within 0.45-0.38.

In the Kaluzh sector, where the section consists of interbedded clays,

sands and sandstones, several layers from 200 to 800 m thick are distingui-

shed on the basis of. P-wave velocities, related to various lithostratigra-

K> phic complexes. On the basis of S waves the medium is more differentiated.
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Fig. 5. Generalized results of PM VSP based on
observations in 20 deep wells in Xestern Ciscau-

- . ,. Bcasia.

On the graphs (Fig. 6) there is noted an increase

in V. velocity and decrease in the VP/Vs ratio

S r W ~~~and in a on passing into the plastic clays of-fi t R | l * the Haykop. Comparison of the Vp/Vs and a para-

!41 I~meters with the E and u elasticity moduli (depth

. atf 1200-1950 m) shows that higher values of Young's

and the shear modulus correspond to low values _

of Vp/Vs and a, this being more sharply expressed for Young's modulus. Ob-

viously a decrease in porosity and density of the rocks occurs as overburden

C> pressure increases. Therefore in the WEiY graphs there is observed a gene-

ral loveeimgrT Poisson's coofiClent and increase in Young's modulus with

depth. In many cases the lithology of the rocks definitely affects the elas-

tic properties of the medium. It can be pointed out that this is the reason

for the sharp increase in Young's modulus at the boundary of the Chokrak

and Maykop deposits. No abrupt changes in density are observed in this part

of the section. On the whole it should be stressed that the range of varia-

tion of the elastic parameters V./Vs, a, E and u is due to the particulars

of the real mndium.

By joint analysis of all the parameters, the section can be studied

and subdivided in sufficient detail and fully even under conditions of thin-
38

bedded constitution. The data obtained on the elastic parameters of the me-

dium in the Kaluzh sector (see Fig. 6a) are typical of sandy-shaly forma-

tions and close to the theoretical parameters.
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Fig. 6. Results of PM VSP in the lKaluzh #60 (a) and Taon' (b) holes.
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On the Fontalov sector the section is less subdivided on the basis

of density and seismic velocities (Fig. 6b), inasmuch as the greater part

of it consists of a relatively homogeneous and thick sequence of Maykop

sediments. In such places the variations in Young's and the shear moduli

are more intensive (see Fig. 6b). Only V8/V. and Poisson's cbe Ment.

were ascertained for the Paleogene-Hesozoic deposits (there are no dataion

the density of the rocks). The values of V./Vp for them vary within 3.0-1.7,

and of a, from 0.41 to 0.23, i.e. they decrease systematically with depth.

For the C(hkesskaya #3 hole the values of the elastic parameters are

deteumined mainly by the lithologic particulars of the section and react

well to variations in them. In particular, for the Paleogene deposits,

which consist of interbedded clays and sandstones, the values of the

fincjrat a are 0.41-0.43. In the Upper Cretaceous limestones they increase

to 0.46, in the terrigenous clay packet of the Lover Cretaceous they dec-

rease to 0. 40, and then increase to 0.43-0.44 in the dense rocks (marls,

sandstones, etc.) of the Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic.

Thus, the data obtained indicate that the use of the elastic parame-

ters of the medium can be an effective means of predicting the geologic

section, especially for studying the lithology of the rocks, their density,

etc.

CONCLUSIONS

Testing and results of the use of PH VSP in mediums with different

makeup in western Ciscaucasia make it possible to draw the following con-

clusions:
39
1. The observations made at internal points of the medium have con-

firmed that with the shots usually used in seismic surveying, transverse

f1



waves are stably generated in addition to longitudinal, and converted ref-

lected waves are produced on practically all sharp boundaries. Their joint

study in of practical interest.

2. Use of PH VSP has made it possible to study the wave field under

conditions of complexly constituted sedius, '-to distinguish longitudinal-
A

transverse and converted waves related to boundaries situated at different

depths which are of interest in exploration.

3. The use of PPC in PH VSP has provided reliable distinction of di-

rect longitudinal and transverse waves and improved their tracing along the

vertical profile, and also has offered the possibility of tracing reflected

waves directly to the reflecting boundaries, thereby increasing the relia-

bility and precision of the stratigraphic tie-in of the wares.

4. Joint study of the main types of waves distinguished (P. S, PP,

PS, SS) has made it possible to study the velocity characteristics on the

basis of longitudinal and transverse wavers and to obtain information on

the elastic parameters of the medium, particularly their variation with

depth and as A function of the lithofacies particulars of the section.

Ye. I. Gal'perin
(IFZ AN SSSR).

Yu. D. Mirzoyan, V. Ya. Oyfa
(Krasnodarneftegeofizika" Trust)
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Abstract ,

The waturated volamic tuff bematb'STcca Uewmisao, Nevada, is
being evaluated by the U.S. Depcret of wray as a boat rock for a
petastial mined geologic Irettry for high-level radioactive vasto.
Aaetm-t of sit* suitability es efficient and focused investi-
ptive progam. A coetul I dreoleic ndel that Simulates the flow
of fluid through the assaturated _ at YTcca etais was developed to
guide the program an to provide a basis for prolimimary as*"seet of Stu
suitability. Ibe study was moa " part of the N210 d Nuclear Vast.
storage Zuestigatios project of the U.S. Department of toergy.

Toc" Noatsa 1assists of a Series of morth-trmndiag, fault4lock
ridges composed of volcasdc that 1ave &a eastward tilt of about
5 to 10. The cestral block of Yu Nomtsisa, the primry area beiaS
evaluated for a potential rtoetory, is bt d- by major stsely
dippin faults or fault tooes. The central block is less faulted thaa
the ether blocks, but La trasscted by a fw nrmal faults.

ThIckwas of the uaturated som Ls about 1,640 to 2.460 feet (500 u
M estert). Lined em Pkyicat Properties, the rocks is the "saturated
sm are gr o or the purose of this paper into five laforeal Wkrogw
logic suits. t.o top to bottom thel wite arts Tiva Casya welded wdti
Patbtrush noswelded uIt, Torpsa Spring welded wit, Calceo 311 soa
welded uit, sad Crater nat emit. Welded mits hav a mesa fracture
denstty of * to 40 fractures per uit cubic mtr, mea mtriz porosities
of 12 to 23 percent, intris hydraulic cooductivitles with geoetric mass
ranging t(n 6.5 a 10" to 9.8 I0' ftoot pet day (2 z 10- to 3 a 10*
sptr per da), ad bulk hydraulic ceoductivities of 0.33 to 33 feet per
day (a. r to 1 metrs per day). The moswelded eits kam va ea trectunr
deumItytof I to S fractures per mit cubic otter, mom utrft poroaltiel
-*t 31 t U percent, an saturated hydraulic codeUctfivtes with etnic
obos. r"Mi from 2.6 a 10-0 to 2.9 x 10- toot NVr d x T 0EC *N A 9 a

| ~~~to's "ter per day).
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Averss anl preci~pitation at Yucca Umatai s Laestlasta to be
S., Loch (Lie0211lliuetee) Per 70511 tao" thws 0.00 La* (0.4 jllu*
usm.) PMi low becone - seq to tow astarstai sow. $Mfac neffL

Lstnq~and of sioct doerstlea sad on perossal streem exist La this
M.* PrOuIF tLes ecursa aurin a few intoe stem. Water tafatates

1puibeflho latte Lin CaSns Vold" 1it, bt at" in" sumviul
sufiClatl depsit, th PS10h16h meidd Mit, MM the ?qpah Srin
wel mit, iets the" dpsult Orf mits stexpseed it the 1,eaduface.

AmAceing to the Comeaptual undet of flaw la &M inawatetd seem,
grestiee tUgh the votei Pri"I"ell ocur vertically la the welded
omits sd both laterally &ed vrtcally in the usmulded _1it. fractre
flew LS predawmeat is tin Tin Csa e lded mit desa tatusa. pulses of
LafiltuatLe amd is insignificant Lu th Topop" Spring welded mit, except
uer te pper cestct and ue r the structuasl satumn. Temrary davlop
ma of pr d water is possible msrt the stractual features withia and
above the uoowlded utnts. This waetr draus Late the stractural features,
sad each of it travels directly ta the water table.

Tatroductioe

Tucca Meoutita, Nevada, Ls NW of several sites %ader coesideratioa by
the U.S. Department of Kmrgy as th Patin's fint sind geologic uwposi-
tery lot storing high-level nuclear wates. th U.S. Geological Survey has
bees coadettag hydrologic, geelogic, sad SeophyIcal LvtSetgamlone at
Tucca Noustain asd the suurromig regius in arder to help asess the
Suitability of the site fr a go itoar. thes £veastigattoes are part of
L' Newsa Nuclear Vaste Stonge Investigations (MI) Project sad ar

.site cuectad La c1 perntloa with the U.S. Oprcarmt of Energy, Nevada
Operatio Office, under Iateragency Agreement M IOI7-51T4402.

A Under current conceptual designs, the mete mold be placed within
th thick sectioe of umtaratad vslcaaic tuft that underlies Yucca
rIsuts. fmvestigatioa are undery to evaluate the hydrologic ~e-

13 ditions, processes, and propertlie of the uaturated na at this site.
This ripen. proposes a cooceptual flow nodal that Us bee developed froe
Preliiary investigative rsumlts sad from a general understanding of
Frinciptes of vasatmrated-some nlie.

.00 t

.eO$W ac~et of -a Rassitory to the Uaturated tom
sate

e *Tbe 1tial rocus of the WW Project in the late 19J10s ma to
"lluete the si111lity of placing a repository La the saturated om

*.140 %nbsth Tacca ievatLa. Now,:. the conept of star"n waste in the
' . Sa turated sew had bees noted in th Uteraturo fer aearly a decade-

4 *# D ,aggrad. 172, 1974). later, VtS*grad (1911) s* rited the advastegna
-r -# tt wt thc attd tom, with apecial reifeace to the

so ( 1e Tste xe. L e(aseded an the cosp sad proposed
de-igi (tate that could ~c"" the Lastsm peteetia" of thg uvirse.
:. At Yucca Ihunte~a, sas mdersuadia af the hydrologic qot_
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beAli to develop, cud as a eselL of the Urging by Werief V 4
the $ i 1t i"Ity, am Careful comedareuee was giv to U
va wrtetd i .I WInrnttgsatIe w beino w guthited to taw
uinastara8idr

Ge of the feetures of Tacce so.ara thut penito csotmid enu
eOfa rop"Itary La the Ifatured Lu Ls the v" y e wavter U&l,
I P1r aboIt l, to toW ft (SW to M5G) belo lmd ste
(hobism, aM). A. pnpw e0d the reofitory iiau be crnuutewtd La
th loner PM of a demeely Val"& fratured tuff, the Top"" Spring

1Js of the ie anc Paintbrush . tTefe racs ape tr t m gee
eack"dcal Preportles that pemit the coestructies of "ta opeaiup NW
geechcal s Nd theMM! prOVertiss that ace suitable foa storage of mute
(JAhasue Ot I., *1 94). Is addition, ta" rockk a fracture dI ty
(Scott at &L, 1183) that probably promotes rapid drainage of v"etr. men.
war, a waste package and unrgroun facility probably can be designed
to enhance water drainage into the surrounding rocks with only eLainLe
contact of the water with tLh waste package (l, , 1 .

At the Yucca Noustain site, the ussaturat*d to" cowld be a txrnl
barrier to uadiomuclide oigratiSo that would add to the barriers that exis p
ije the saturatoed-soa sytm. The first eo oft tf O asaturted-gom 1
barrier is the ry slow flux of water that occas at Tum hountata. f
oet, a seun of aemld"e porous tuft that erlies the potential boat
rock Prob"bl foam a satunt capillary ban£1"r to retard the entrance of 6
water ntot the fractured tuff. A sifilar oetem of el"ded tauft
usarlies th potential bost rock. ?hs underly ewaolded tuff IlcallTyconatss sorpt 2slitas sad clays that could be as additional boter t
the dowmvrd tpert of radLoanclides fl e a rupositary to the water
table.

Although the general cotditions described above probably ets, *
details of the Hydrologic processes, cO itioss, scd properties In the COL
unstrated taw are unbow. These details wed to be 1orn to carsce ' the
torizs the site properly. The currant lack of knowledge is the melt of5' *.
(1) Lack of data, becms of the ce s of th focus em the msatusd the
toc*S (2) iladeVucy of the geseral state of understaning of the pkids tan
of flow in thck, frctared-rock ustuated .oes La ard *nviriconUt; .
ad (3) lack of well-establishd tediques for tasting VW Mutu h
hydroloa of souc maturn ated sean. To delop the nfaorotloo rs
unaersuoadi seeded to asss the suitability of the unsaturated am iSt
yucca Mr-astata, withn the time (mse imoesed by the actional sites"
effort, n efficiet cod focuse investigative proprinmods to be COW
ducted, se t prelininary melto seed to be obtained quickly. A
hydrologic medel is se to guide the propri and to provide a basis
useful preliminary assess t of site Integrity.
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. U pooq i ad is pape, isto decribe the drtgesigic wtieg
of1o Ims - ureen4 aTM= ca Ust.ai& to amd sim camepw.7l

a i flobo thri. th" krveulesic systa. Saotz at
("a) pm eS initial enertl kidmPo1 ea mI t*e X

am a W s T to mem5Li, based em do""le sfelagtmc bet Mer
Lt.to4by"el100 L "Logo Is ts ge de J * of _b, _n 1-

an awmime sedither sufected or inadif led, d am coemvta an deml.
apd. 1 S tuh revert La fn a am detaLed daesrp^tis Siv. wy

_ rsta i _ KIuG (194).

btd' amel losic Saftetios bt elatively fe bytrolagic data
c4 tl a t free Lhe matartM mom is the Yum Homm ata a a.
tfy mcartmatias rmmia to be resoed csowernig kydz.ogic coedttens
as proces. s a results, met of the coompt preseatad is this eport
are tsmetloselly dscriptive NW cOJectulrul with little quantative
bas prosided. Nwevr, for the sake of directness sad siupllty of
expruioe, the mtel Ls peestad as if It mrtsa uane warmLea of the
facts. Th authors .cogsm, and the reader bohuLd be were, that the
pripomo mel probably Ls -It the osly reaoable decription that could
be mk at this peiat, sed it cetaimly La sabject to Loa ad quati-
fcati4e an mer data become available. _amng the frmework presented
is tus paer provides sfficient fi tLbility for future adjustmnts Sf the
bsmwiry coeditime So, tereby, medificatio of ta moedl.

.* G mrsl Setting

Toc somtws 11Us Ls -I mot of the sentbasu pert of the evda
test Site (ITS) (fig. 1). The Mt used prmcipallay by the I.S. Depart-

meat of orgy for mdarpouad test of Smelter devices, is la fye
Coiety, e abot 45 aI (105 hI) aerthwast of Los * gas. lbe part of
te meostais of principal intarest is ILaonmlly tamd the costral block,
" Outlined is figu" 2. The cumtl block effnalstaly cormspoods to
tbe area sader coeWerstloe by the .S. Devaramt of awrgy for a repoe-
tory, or the primary repository &r.

yucca s uts L ia the Cnat Sas pAysiognaphic previAcs. The
amziin alitude of the cestral block La 4,950 ft (1,509 a). Aloug the
ihet ridge Within the central block (Ycca Crst, fig. 21), altitudes

36 gealy ar be 4,80 aid 4,S40 ft (1,"4 and 1,415 e). The crtst is
a*t 1,510 ft (40 a) above Jackass Flats (fig. 1) to the eat, add ^abt
190 ft (1I0 a) abo Solitauie Csoyos to tbe mot. Topognoy of the

C WA&tLa La ruad. Te meus.stau cms sts of a "eies of mor"tnsmdi"
fault-block ridges amdertln by velcmac rck (fig. I) that goomrally am
s Stkard tilt of S to to(Scott &ad ho. 1954). Vashbs, generally
_edesia by ellsvive, dissect the _mUtais. Th mjor wvasheS t the

mort tere fact of the esetais are pffeueetely Pazallel toa aerthwest-
. Stmdsq e pl , fault systoM eeC ds mthmatuerd t* ?Ortjlals %hs
(fga. I d 2US The wetnem - e of meat of the wkus are parsalle
to the .of the qGneet ota of the tommata

*
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no c~lin to tof YucT anesuas amim s arid. tly reenly km
of pesit ti bi" d u _ at DmatLB itsef. Averse

_mi utt an Lo estted to be abe S.9 / W tr * r/yr) s
ea iate.Lss pmated by QWA (19M). lasly thmfaerthe of Lb
Mons Preewtatise orat deW tLe coot mases (Octsbarz-hrt),
penasly m ttfal trI dltue frm freal syste mst through the
rse. sod ocasally as S fall. T altiude of Tom oncuic Ls
too 1.w ta" to persist fte marsthe, a tr dM. enmoeas precipt-
"cum geaIrelly eeCCU as u ndersta . lb peramlal strse, eut is
the Yuc bevata are. Surface ~ f is freq "W of dart
da es. oai "IT a a "Mt remsut of WAN" plecipitatua of
radwt.

iosltgically, Tecca fhmuis is vithie the .sus ae boge Province
The deatsie is eadertain foe the met fact by a thick sequusce of slLicic
wolcasic tuft of Riecose age (fig. . Is the satursted to" of the
costral block, three forastions occur baemth the ainvium. In descadug
stratisraplc orde, these are: Paintbrush Taft (izadI the Tiwa
Crny., acaes NoataJa, Fab Casyo, tad ?opepah Striag Memrs), taffacsous
bde of Calico 1111s, ad Crater flat Taff (incldnlag the how lass aad
Sllfrot fl"_c). The Waiter tram FIr Irt the tlier Gatais Tauff,
wdich overlies he hintbrush Taft, also "occrs locally ia twopraotc Iwo
mr.tbe cotal block (filg. 2). The Faitrush tTauff La the only valt
1rsod La the castral block (fig. O). Tse tferntioes MW their cor-
point _mbers e distingitshed straigrapkically by their petrogaphic
characteristics.

The physical properties itin each formation wvr coassidrably,
Wickh U largely due to variatteas iL the degree of welding of the tuff.
TM phyical-property boundaries do set c esor t rock-stratigraphic
b*ariae is eat cases. lecause the phical. properties largely coastal
the charactartstcs of wetr ccareoco sad flow Ws the awsturated amie,
the rocks have be. groupod Lato hydr logic auta, based principally oa
at dege of welding. leftech the allutvi, five hydrogeteegc nilts hba
beL s idetified: Tlus Ca welded 1 It, hiatbruh aoowelded =It,
TOPepAS SqrcSg welded alt, Calico Rllis mdled mat, and Crater nat
out.

la detail, the strural geolea of the TYcca Nesi. ares is very
tqlx, as reflected is the gLegic p (fig. 2) tshe ydrtoeologic
9tfs (fig. 3). The Icasic plateas of tom _tafts is broken 1at1
Structural blocks baeede by majr aerth-etriklsg aad letldippat# sorest
fe.IU~t with cc as 330 ft (100 a) of wet1caL sepera1tis (Scott et &1.,
^W3). lsrtae t*trikiag stuihe-ulip fults with sisor borzoeaul
'=eratiorn fore a secnd typeof faulting. Two domiset sets of fractures

_ Yucca 80"taiag am st tk" sorth-asrtlistv NW the other
has marth-vertheac. sock frocture sets km steep t vertcal dips.

_ '15t311fl amties are sabstiaaily greater In welde ta the ia me-
tuft (Scott et &I., 193). I
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IF* - l'e (eee cut pusely dfc'c (Ima et.tamently La
t. W.M - at fum N.a tLutud the prosame of Irctred
pece ma&, laram4 mits with motgaeltiu proepoties, aoppt.q mnits,
b__u jee (mats, _ * a deu w-terg ttbl. -e La.. , probably
remlt I& te OmizUMMt of p.m so fracture am mat.: flow,
returd~t~ of aie. by =ftiary berieAm. iafiltratla La"e fractured
recks, ItwIftwo peMd ar_ wMetM urn, mi YVtVtt 0. . All
Let~ -b are Lmse persted la"the clecatal model.

csca tma _ rea at neow

The m rw i 1ch flow prabably eran La Lu e tatnted tao"
at Tucca momltim is described hereafter, bsed am: (1) Csoviwgo of
Lb. hydro loglc fromworh; (2) applicatlos of the principles of mitau-
cated flew, isclmijig thse described aove; sad (3) Latrpret*eto, of ...

preliminary data from osgeiag field anE laboratory Lavetptloes. L
detailed dscripties of the conceptual med &f 1nw Ls gsa ia Otaser
and VIl4m (1984).

Average aal precipitatios at Succa Nutaia . i stimted to be
about 5.9 La/yr (1O m/yr). from mlysea of the celatioshs among
precipitation, recharge, ead altitude, necbarg to the astanted zoo
is coeaevatively estimurd to Ibe abo 0.02 Way (C.5 Wyr). This
value probobly apprezlatet inf£LtI ss, bet this ass tios may
sot be valid If the travel tim thrO the rachargig paths (structural
features, foL ezqlo) Ls loepg thu ti bratIm of ]jor phases of
clmatic cycles. Latletas of flux distribstiom arm aerLed a follhm
(Nstaer usd Wlso., 1984): (1) from 0.04 to aOet 4 La/yr (0.1 to about
100 m/yr) of vertical flux my be occu1rag La the Paiatbrush aocelded
wait, bet the maitade of vertical na dePea oa the offectiveess of
the capillary barrier at the lower coetact of this mit; (2) the capacity
to trait leteral flu La the paintbrush ocavelded mait is more thun 4
La/yT (100 m/yr), ad the potastial lateral volmetric flow rate Ls about
twice the muiam etimted volmutric tailtzatim rate; (3) fri. 4 z
10- to 2 x 10-1 La/yr (0.1 to 0.5 m/?y) of flux could be occurring ia the
eatrix of the Topep" Spring welded uait, but flua La the fracture Ls

usksown; (4) flux is the Calico lills aoe 1lde malt Ls variable, but
probably Ls limited to 2.4 a 10O ia/yr (0.00 m/yr) La the dowward
directio; Na (5) reeIte of malys" of the geotherml beat-flu data
*b_ that about i X WS to I 10-a La/tr (0.025 to 0.05 m/yr) of uard
f(sa occur s the TapogA Spring welded mit, possibly as a eslt of

rd-swviag vepor"sturated alr, but the Sres are Uacertafs because of
piesible altarsatiwe interprettious of the data. Thes analyses indicate
that the dsuibatios of the vertical perlatiom is ommlfom in the
_aturated taow at TYcca sunstals. In the Fa>ntbrah somIded mit,
perelatee rates probably are rapid sed occw both vettcally and late
*rslly; but La the Topepab Spring welded et, rates probably are extroely
slow os eves eUtve.

< ,!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
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The rsa eine* of aldut T tata sti is Illustrated la the
aeciin u sfigaro'. now t&Is the matsetand syistm to isiu.
ated by iatiltratles of preciplut~ti6 at the leand senes. Uator "file
tates petmipalv into th Time Ct ye welosi unit, but a" lta ts, E
aflwlia, ?alaaub asoldd "it, _d Tqoper SWa weled vot wrs
they afs ampgd at the LowM srface. Siter tbet Ls at last by egaps
uptraais N laternow becma aesnt iltratioa. a p

ndthmoo fcactaum of the Wie Canyon welded mit. Th. t~aoisat
of diffiag t bede. Pei -I Uty 157T153 mN C p1l ty'ba or of facts
esults to siifca lateralt flow withLe he atbroaa SOMlded Mtt

;sard the blas stractant feetam. Meet of te WailatAd wtotor La
,ltted d rd to the water table ale structuaul fatares. so
flaw occurs tbroa the mtrica from the Paintbuh a lded mit tau
the uderlying Tapapak Srif welde itL, bat a capillay barrier tauds
flow late the fratcure of the Topopak $prie welded mit.At Taces IhuataiA, asnifors Iaftitritita pariodleslly produces
mieratuly Lateese flutes. tader such fluctatias of Latiltretoo, taatt-
sity, a sam of traateat flux d.,los rasa the up. part of the
wisatatedtnat profile. At depths gr'tetr the, a few teas to hundreds at
feet tais tuasient fun dmeas out. ad flow reaches a msse or lae
(quast) steady-state coeditlto. In the Shullow treaslost to", the
Iphesea of hysteris sa air estrapeoat are active. 0o of the effects
o baf hs pIJaa Ls to start (nectary ties La the lve Ca"s weolded wit
inch earlier is the wetting cycle than Weld he predicted by the drainage

curves. Therefore, pelsas of Iatiltrlose my come capid pereclatios dam
through the Ulve Casyos welded malt ad 'ta the htatbrush acweLded wait.
ystersixs affects ear occur in the uppr pzut ot the Paintbrush oanwolded

m it amd te t ia rejection of downward percolating water such goooer thus
would be predicted by drabnge cures. Thes effects result La the start
of *natrated lateral flow along the contact betwee the tve Canyon
Y*1lW ad the Paintbrush noowelded units. Oupeading ea the ataL ate ..t
of the infiltration pal" , this lateral flaw my reach stcural fastare 

-"$

wbere deelo;st tf perched ground water is pessible. This toaporar.ly
perched gromed water drains into Lhe structural flowptnhasad such of It 1
travels directly to the water table; soe f ths wet:r sevs Lato the
aItrlu of the hintheush aooweLded wat aod other wits aloag the path.

Several tactoer ladicate that the net flnx La the Topopal Spring
welded mit Is very small. fracture flaw Late the Topopab Spng woldud
wait to retasod by the capillary barrier that adsts between the Patti
brush anevolded wit and this welded .. it. Usited fracture flow my
sear the upper Catact of the Topopah Str" welded it; however.
Late the atria dieLsas the etes t of fractur now La the deeper
of %hs wait. Caesidetiag the potestial for *a e tresprtthemi greditaus, the nec tm fl parts of the Topopic Sp

ey be small thin the domeard liquid flux. Proably ely
of the ant tfiltratio" is transitted through the Topep&Swit. TM so*s set sfitltratia. probably low ateally a te
Usuwl fes4ase, whdCt, therefore, trAMoit the mJst Part oft i _
tratd ltater.
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of so* tutu" md U .asse that euit aist of dmbp La the
cinuul blecki 3) thu pammew Or oocof for water bodies, to
a"as thui* Lpct - rope" cmouwas ad _ Lntagrit; (4) ea_-pku
tim La the Tappek po ciss vlded mit, to vewlnate teb potetiai tg.,
mws*4invt Mtn ad (r) us aowi de is deaue40" thu sea
cerem inal " to asees, thu affpprqattomes of the tde aNW to provid, a
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Capillary Pressure Measurements
in Reservoir Rock Cores Using
the Centrifuge
By Brian Skuse

Introduction
Capillary pressure measurements are essential for the complete
characterization of an oil reservoir. A plot of capillary pressure
vs. saturation for a rock core, called the capillary pressure curve,
can be used either to calculate reserves or in reservoir-simulation
computer routines. These curves also provide data on the ir-
reducible water saturation of a reservoir rock and the entry
pressure of oil into a water-saturated reservoir or cap rock.

Three static (non-flow) methods of obtaining capillary pres-
sure curves are the porous plate, mercury injection, and cen-
trifuge methods. The centrifuge method compares favorably
with the other methods of preparing capillary pressure curves.
The porous plate method may require weeks whereas the cen-
trifuge can take only days. Any fluid combination (gas-oil, gas-
water, water-oil, gas-water-oil) can be used in the centrifuge. The
centrifuge method is nondestructive and the results are reproduc-
ible. Both drainage and imbibition curves can be produced. In-
terphase pressure differences up to 1000 psi can be developed in
an air-liquid system, extending the range of permeabilitydown to
one millidarcy (md) or less. Unconsolidated samples can be
evaluated on a centrifuge.

The seminal work on the centrifuge method is the 1945 paper
or Hassler and Brunner. ' Slobod et af. demonstrated in 1951 the
virtues of simplicity, reproducibility, and speed in the centrifuge
method, and its good correlation with the porous plate method.
They also indicated the very high pressure differences attainable
between the phases. Marx- discussed the use of the centrifuge in a
gravity drainage investigation. Hoffman" performed dynamic
(time-dependent) measurements of saturation in core samples us-
ing a constantly accelerated centrifuge, with considerable time
savings. Donaldson' used the centrifuge for capillary pressure
measurements in a study of wettability. Szabo' extended the
method to include imbibition capillary pressure curves. He also
used the centrifuge to measure electrical resistivity as a function
of saturation. Samaroo and Guerrero' used a centrifuge to
measure the effects of temperature on drainage capillary curves.

Hagoort' and Van Spronsen"' have used the centrifuge to
make two- and three-phase relative permeability measurements.
In this application the centrifuge method mitigates both the
capillary end effect and the viscous instability of gas displacing
liquid.

Principles of the Method
We discuss here the principles of obtaining and interpreting cen-
trifuge data for the case of a drainage capillary pressure curve
and illustrate for the air-water case. A fully water-brine)-satur-
ated core sample is placed on a water-wet semipermeable mem-
brane located in a holder in a centrifuge rotor (see Figure 1). This
arrangement permits one to measure the volumes of water ex-
pelled from the core and replaced by air in the pore space. The
first data point is obtained at a low centrifugal field by selecting a
low rate of rotation. The expelled water volume is measured until
it no longer changes. The volume of water remaining in the core
is divided by the core's total pore volume to give an average water
saturation value, S,. Subsequent points are obtained by a series
of increasing rates of rotation.

At hydrostatic equilibrium the capillary pressure at every posi-
tion is equivalent to the difference in hydrostatic pressure be-
tween the phases, i.e.,

Pl(r) 2 pw (r-' - ) (I)

where r represents distance from center of rotation. r, the ra-
dius of the core bottom, Ap the difference between the density O
the phases, and co the rate of rotation in radians/second.

For each value of P,(r) there is a corresponding value of water
saturation .S(r) at each radial position r, and both may var
substantially from one end of the core to the other. The essential
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K> Experimental Results
Measurement of Water-Air Capillary Pressure

The cores used in this study were I in. in length, I in. in diameter
and of 1000 md permeability. They were cut from a single block
of Berea sandstone obtained courtesy or Stanford University,
Petroleum Research Institute. To determine porosity, the cores
were dried 12 hours at 85 IC, weighed, vacuumed at 10 microns
of mercury for 5 hours, flooded with deaerated brine, and
weighed again. The weight difference between saturated and dry
cores determines porosity.

A Beckman Model LS-SOP Rock Core Ultracentrifuge was
used for the measurements. This instrument is equipped with a
strobe light assembly in the rotor chamber and a viewing port in
the chamber door. The strobe flashes once during each revolu-
tion of the rotor, so measurement of extracted volume can be
made without stopping the centrifuge. The strobe can be ad-
justed to shine through a slit in any one of the rotor buckets. The
extracted water collects in a tube or reservoir (see Figure 1).

The IOD10 water-saturated cores were loaded into a Type
PIR-20 rotor. Approximately I mL of dense fluorocarbon oil
(specific gravity 1.7 g/mL) had been placed in each collection
tube to form a false bottom which facilitatedreadings. The run
began at the lowest speed used, around SW0 rpm. (The speed
selected was very low because of the high permeability of these
cores.) The rotation rate was held constant until the extracted

_ volume stabilized. The speed was then changed to the next higher
rotation rate. (It is essential to change each time to a higher rota-
tion rate without ever lowering the rate. Redistribution of the
fluids thysteresisl would occur if the centrifuge were slowed or
stopped. Thus, the subsequent values calculated for water

in saturation would be too low.)
the
ore Calculation of Capillary Pressure Curves

The raw data (see Table I) were in the form or extracted volume
(2) readings, V, vs. rotation rates in rpm (see Figure 2). Each

volume reading was converted to an average saturation S,,,
using the total pore volume of the core, Vl,,:

Figure 1. Cross-Section of Type PIR-20 Rotor.

problem one must solve to get a capillary pressure curve is
relate P, to its appropriate SA.

Hassler and Brunner proposed a method for doing this
1945. 'and we will illustrate their method here. They compute
capillary pressure and saturation at the top face of the c
(r = r,). Using their nomenclature,

P,(r,) Z 8 2 (re -- r!)

and

S.(rf) -S.(Z

The water saturation at the top face of the core is obtad
from the relation

S. (Z) - dz Iz

ned

(3)

V'0.
(4)

The total pore volume for the Berea core No. 12 was 2.7 mL.
Each rotation rate, rpm, was converted to a pressure, z, using

Hassler and Brunner indicated that this is actually an approxi-
mation to the correct value for S.(z), accurate enough for
r1ir, 2 0.70, and proposed an iterative technique to improve

the approximation, not discussed further here.
The Hassler-Brunner theory rests on several assumptions that

should be kept in mind whenever interpreting data. The model is
one-dimensional. Centrifugal acceleration and fluid flow are
assumed to be parallel to the axis of the core. The assumption

i> that S. - lON at r - r. is necessary, and the theory is
based on the "bundle of capillary tubes" model of the porous
medium.

- 2 9 -
(5)

For the case of air-water, Ap a 1.0 g/mL; thus, for a I-in. long
core run in the Type PIR-2D rotor (where r, - 8.6 cm),
z - (2.96 psi)(RPM /1000)'.

The next step was to plot zS, vs. z (see Figure 3). Using Equa-
tion 3, where P. - z, the capillary pressure curve (Figure 4) is
generated from the data of Figure 3. The slope of the zS3 Vs.:
curve (Figure 3) was taken graphically.



Table 1. Experimental Data for Deres Sandstone Core No. 12.
The estimated accuracy of the volume readings is ± 0.02 mL.
The extracted water volumes were obtained from the volume
readings by subtracting the 0.92 mL of fluorocarbon oil used to
form the lower meniscus.

Centrifage
Spccd
(rpm)

437

537

653

765

860

970

1075

1175

1275

1380

1477

1575

1680

165

Volume
Rcadings

(ml)

1.10

1.0O

1.23

1.52
1.74

1.91

2.08

2.20

2.28

2.34

2.41
2.48

2.52
2.60

Extracted
Water Volumes

(mLQ

z

(psi) A
0.1I

0.16

0.31
0.60

0.S2

0.99

1.16

1.28

1.36

1.42

1.49

1.56

1.60

1.68

1.73

0.93
0.94

0.88

o.78
0.70

0.63

0.57

0.53

0.50

0.47

0.45

0.42

0.41

0.33

0.565

0.854

1.262

1.732

2.139

2.785

3.421

4.087

4.312

5.637

6.457

7.343

8.354

10.296

0 0 * 5 6 7 6 S t0
t~s

Flgre 3. z S,. z. The data of Fgure 2 was redued through
the procedure desribed under Calculation or Capillary Pressure
Curves.

2000 2.65 0.36 11.840
, _

1. 1 . .
Iso .-I

I
s o~si

0 10'

Roation Rate "m)

Figure 4. Capillary Pressure Curve. This is the derivative of the line
plotted In Figure 3. Note that the imrducible water saturation of nr3
is attained et a vewy low capillary pressure. This correlates with (he
high permeability of the core.

figure 2. Ewracted Water Volume vs. Rotation Rate for Berta Core
No. 12. The estimated acurcy of the volume readings is 0.02 mL.
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DETAILED INVESTIGATIONS OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURES BY
SEISMIC WELL SURVEYS

Aatr=t
Seismic reflection observations in wells improve the

results of detailed study of complicated geological
structures. Twese are carried out to provide thre-
dimensional interpretation.

Observations below the weathering zone increase
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. The multi-
component registration with special regard to wave
polarisation allows one to ralise the optimum
space-time systems for processing.

As a result of observations in wells, signal spectrum
is substantially broadened thus providing sure detec-
tion of the frequency change absorption caused by the
presence of oil and gas deposits.

Examples of a study of complicated geological
structures are presented: the cross-sections and the
contour maps, anomalies of absorption over deposits.

by E. V. KARUS,
All-Union Research Institute of Nuclear Geophvsics and

Geochemistry, Moscow. U.S.S.R.
L A. RYABINKIN,

Gubkin Moscow Institute of Petrochemical and Gas
Industry, U.S.S.R.
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U.S.S.R..
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Ukrneftegeoficika, Ministry of Geology of the
Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.,
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Azerbaijan Branch of All-Union Research Institute of
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Gubkln Moscow Institute of Petrochemical and Gas
Industry. U.S.S.R.

Rdswni
LVtude des rsflexions sismiques dams les pnis.

amiliore sensiblement lea rdsultats des detr
structures gIogiques compliqudcs. Les enregistre-
ments sont rtalisds de fanon i permettre rinterprft-
don en trois dimensions --

Les mesures faites en-dessous de la zone alt&e,
augmentent le pouvoir de rsolution et le rapport
signal bruit lenregistrement A plusieurs composantes
compte tenu de la polarisation des ondes, a permis de
realiser des systemes spadio-temporels optimals pour
le traitement.

Les mesures dans les puits ont permis d'itendre
sensiblement le spectre de signaux, ce qui a garanti a
d6tection ire des changements de la composition de
frtquences et de lAbsorption provoquds par k
presence de pdtrole et de ga2

A titre dexemples ditudes de structures gdolo-
giques compliquees, on presente des coupes sismiques,
des cartes de structure, des anomalies d'absorption
au-dessus des gisements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The earliest surveys were made for the determination
of average velocities and subsequent analysis in major
exploration areas. Later, suggestions were made to use
borehole surveys to locate geometrical positions of
geological boundaries.'7 The industry began to use a
seismic method of exploring configurations of con-
cealed geological bodies of a complex shape by
recording first arrivals of waves travelling between
boreholes.' Further research resulted in development
of a method of vertical seismic profiling (VSP).'-'
The evolution of the method and the related references
have been reported in a paper submitted to the 8th
World Petroleum Congress.'

In the first place, the VSP method has made a great
contribution to the studies of acoustic properties of
geological media by seismoacoustic methods, which
have long since been made in the USSR and which
recently have become particularly successful-' The
development of the acoustic log? has made it possible
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to survey uncased and eased boreholes with simut-
taneous recording of wave patterns, phase-correlation
diagrams and interval time curves. This has greatly
increased reliability of velocity determination under
such complicated conditions as intensive absorption
and high interference of the casing, and has allowed
determination of shear velocities and effective
attenuation.

Special research has been made, which proved the
absence of geometrical and three-dimensional dis-
persion of velocities in a broad range of frequencies.
This means that velocity data obtained from acoustic
logs may be used in the work with seismic
frequencies.

Thus, favourable conditions have been created for
combined application of acoustic log and vertical
seismic profiling providing a more accurate velocity
section which is a very important requirement for
detailed investigations of crustal geological structure
by seismic methods.

The successful application of the VSP method has
also initiated the appearance and development of
several prospecting modifications designed for de-
tailed exploration of complicated geological structures
rather than for studies of acoustic characteristics of
geological media. Recording of seismic waves in
boreholes at a remote distance from the low-velocity
zone and the ground surface has many significant
advantages which will be discussed in detail in the
sections that follow. These advantages served as the
basis for a rapid development of several prospecting
techniques which allow exploration of deep-seated
complicated geological structures with high accuracy.

The most developed and most widely used in the
USSR is a method of reverse reflection observations
(RRO),2 ' in which multichannel detector sondes are
lowered into the available or specially drilled borec
holes and seismic energy is generated near the ground
surface with a preselected spacing along a line. The
resulting time (or depth) sections ae corrected in
accordance with a modified shot-geophone arrange-
ment as compared with a conventional on&e All the
known techniques of wave selection can be applied in
processing.

Another modification is a method of offset vertical
pr g (OV)," in which a detector sonde is moved
along the bore of a deep well and seismic energy is
generated at different points offset from the well
mouth. Large shot-to-detector distances permit CDP
stacking using an* algorithm different from the
conventional one.l' On field records obtained in
boreholes by the RRO and OVP methods, waves of
different types and classes vary in apparent velocities.

Figure I shows an OVP record in which one can
easily distinguish waves of different nature each
having its own apparent velocity. This facilitates
selection of the reflections characterising the structure
of subsurface formations.

I

Fig. 1-A seismic record of offset rertical profiling
(O VP). Seismic wvares: P., head wvare: PP., reflection;
P., direct transmitted wave: PP, multiple reflection,
transmitted: PS., exchange itare; PS., exchange
transmitted wave (from the results of G. L_ Rudenko).

In RRO and OVP data processing, seismic records
are transformed into vertical time sections of the same
type as those obtained from conventional reflection
or CDP surveys. Processing of OVP records is
accomplished using two types of waves: those re-
flected upwards, and those reflected and travelling
downwards from a single boundary.' The resulting
time section shows the positions of reflecting boun-
daries in the space near the borehole and facilitates
identification and analysis of primary and multiple
reflections. An example of such a section is shown in
Fig. 2. The portion to the left of the vertical line
x - 0 was plotted using the fronts of primary upward
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reflections and that to the right using the extensions
of the fronts of the same waves travelling downwards.

Transformation of OVP records into tnie sections
helps to eliminate the effect of noise on correlation of
line-ups when they are traced to form seismic hori-
zons. It also substantially increases the area of the
boundaries surveyed.

ra HandXVn -.d Arrapretadon24 249 '

2. BOREHOLE INVESTIGATIONS

h,X 1,s ,O 0,5 0 o05 1,0 1,5 h,x
_ ._ p _ * * '

If with a borehole depth of 3 km the ara investi-
gated by upward reflections is 3-4 km, the usage of
extensions of the fronts of these waves reflected
downwards enlarges it to 4-56 kmz.

Successful application of borehole modifications of
a reflection method is greatly favoured by appropriate
features found in the spectra of the recorded waves
owing to the location of seismic detectors below the
low-velocity zone which filters low frequencieyna-
of the typical examples of numerous frequeny
analyses of the waves recorded in reverse relection
observations (RRO) is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3(a) shows a P-wave velocity curve alongside
the geological column of the well in whicb. the
measurements were made. The data recorded in- the
well were used for calculating the spectra of one wave.
The base of the low-velocity zone is at a depth of 20 m.
Figure 3(b) shows the spectra calculated at depths of
6 and 42 in. Characteristic values of cut-off and
maximum frequencies at a 0-7 level are marked by
dots One can easily see the difference of frequencies
of the spectra maxima from 20 to 70 cm/sec Figure
3(c) shows a relationship of the above-mentioned
characteristic frequency values versus the depth of the
well. Figure 3(d) shows a frequency response charac-
teristic of a space between the points at which the
frequency spectra were measured. One can ee a
substantial slope of high frequencies suppression.

Thus, seismic detectors lowered into a well and
pressed to the walls of a hole record signals which
have not yet lost the most in -rmative high consti-
tuents of their spectra.

Another advantage of recording seismic waves in
boreholes is the fact that the detectors appear to be
completely protected against surface waves which are
most intensive in conventional seismic prospecting.

However, borehole surveys possess some specific
features, one of which is recording many waves of
equivalent intensity which arrive at the detectors from
various directions (Fig. 1). Differentiation and
identification of these waves requires application of
all available procedures of digital processing. Of great
help here is multicomponent recording which can be
easily performed in borehole surveys It allows
examination of wave polarization which is carried out
under more favourable conditions than at the
surfaces. s

The greatest success in the analysis of polarisation
of the waves recorded in the subsurface has been
achieved in scanning complex combinations of
various waves, in picking and following reflected

t to
FIg. 2-Seismic section of offset rertical profiling
(OVP) plotted from upward reflections (left) and

nrultiple transmitted reflections (right).
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Fig. 3-Amplitude-frequency spectra of a drect ware

recorded hI a borehole: (a) liehological cross-section and
layer velocities; (b) direct ware spectra at depths of 6
and 42 m: (c) curves of cut-off and maximwn fre.
quencdes: (d) frequency response characteristic of the
low-velocity layer: 1, locss: 2, loam: 3, low cu"-off
frequencies: 4, maximum frequencies: S high cut-off
frequencies; 6, spectrum at a depth of 6 m: 7, spectrum

at a depth of 42 m.
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events and in mapping such subsurface structural
features which cannot be detailed by conventional
shooting from the surface (slopes of salt domes,
diapirs, reefs, intrusions, fault zones and others).

In the case of a complex structure of subsurface
formations the directions of wave incidence do not
only deviate from the vertical but also greatly vary
along the line of shooting. In this case, the commonly
recorded vertical component which is not related to
the direction of wave propagation loses its specific
sense which it has in surface observations

Accuracy of identification and resolution of com-
pressional and exchange waves arriving from different
directions are increased by using a polarisation
positional correlation the main essence of which is as
follows."1

At each recording point, three components of

waves are repeatedly projected on to a series of
directions with different azimuths and dips. Then for
every point and every wave we select those projections
which provide the best correlation. Figure 4 illustrates
the possibilities of this approach. For comparison the
figure shows two records, one obtained from vertical
projections and the other from the projections selected
with the above-mentioned optimum technique.

Along with a three-component set-up, use is also
made of a uniform symmetrical array of indined
geophones, which has substantial advanti" -
compared with the conventional X, Y. Z set-ups4-

In multicomponent borehole surveys it is reqnired
to know the actual orientation of the set-up which Is
measured with the help of magnetic or yroscopic
sensory

In the case of highly intensive noise, the latter is

-. w a

42 3 .a4 0,5 06 0,17 I, 0' t0 see
0 j IA-A I

300 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~b

400

0 0.3 OA4 0,5 0,6 0,1 0.5 0.9 1,0 set
Fig. 4--An example ofpolarisatlon positional correlation of three-component borehole recording: (a) records from

vertical projections; (b) records front optimally selected projections.
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subtracted using a technique of energy analysis of the
waves. A multi-step processing procedure of detecting
seismic events recorded in the subsurface has recently
been worked outd I'°

The principal methodological characteristic of the
procedure s a possibility of quantitative control of the
effecdveness of every processing step and an ability to
perform feedback operations.

3. ENERGY ANALYSIS

The basis of the multi-step procedure is an energy
analysis of waves which is performed both at the
initial and subsequent steps of processing.

The energy analysis consists of interpretation of
estimates of a signal-to-noise ratio p(t. Vj which are
obtained in a time window (I - T, t + T), where £ is
a current time and 2T is an averaging interval for a
preselected set of apparent or effective velocities (j).
Regular waves are identified from the maximum
values of p(t, VJ).

The estimate of a signal-to-noise ratio is obtained
as a ratio of estimates of a signal energy and a noise
energy:

Xt. to e i): (V)
4(1, VI)

where estimates of signal and noise energies are

4(t, VI) MN(N- 1) r [ + Y(t, T.(V,)

normally distributed with zero mathematical expecta-
tion with a space-time correlation function of noise

AL #1, 12) - M?&(ti) - ?At2) (5)
decreasing not slower than exponentially with in-
creased Ik - I or It, - t, then estimates .(t, YJ
and £,(t, V) are consistent estimates of actual
energies of a signal with a velocity V and of all the
other sigals

In order to determine the sigal-to-noise;zatio of
each wave, the estimate (4) is calculated foedfrent
values of velocity VI. A set of functions obtadwdfora
given set of velocities VI or for a given set of traces
: y(t) is here referred to as an energogram.-

Regular noise is suppressed using a technique of
multiple subtraction. Having subtracted the- noise;
from a set of traces yk(#) we obtain a new st of traces
;yP(t) using a recurrent procedure:

+IL=W I AV
ya&p4 Q) = Ya )-y& xe(t + r&(V)).

h-1
1 tPsP- I

Here, r^(V') is a delay of the arrival time of a Pth
noise wave identified from the results of the energy
analysis.

The effectiveness of suppressing the noise waves
with velocities Vp is controlled by calculation of the
etimate of a signal-to-noise ratio for traces y&/J l (t)
and comparison of the ratios obtained with those
resulting from using initial traces .k(t).

Arrival times and move-outs of the waves recorded
in boreholes allow effecuve application of two
versions of the energy analysis.

In the first version. estimates of a signal-to-noise
ratio are sequentially calculated for overlapping
groups of traces and one velocity. In this case, having
a set of functions p(t, V), one can follow regular
waves with a velocity V on a length of a vertical
profile.

In the second version, the estimates of a signal-to-
noise ratio, grouped into one energogram, are calcu-
lated for one group of waves and several different
velocities VI. Having such an energogram, one can
separate several regular waves with different velocities
Vj and evaluate for every wave a signal-to-noise ratio,
a ratio of the energy of this particular wave to the
total energy, and a share of the noise in the total
energy.

An example of an energogram of the second type is
shown in Fig. S. which shows the result of processing
of an OVP record obtained from a remote shot point.
Such energograrns resemble sum records of the CDR

N

- 2)"(

k-1

'U ,VJ ) 1 r N '
= N(N-l1) f

+ a(1 + d T,(2g)

-I YAI + ri,( V))] } dt (3)

Here, m 1Q) is a kth trace of a VSP record, whose
model is

y =(I) e f D A - r 1(Va) + ht (4)
i-I

where f.(t - -r(V 1)) is an Ith regular wave with a
velocity Vat r 1( V is a delay of the ith regular wave at
the kth trace, and X,(t) is a random noise.

It is shown that if a random noise wave (t#) is
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subtracted using a technique of energy analysis of the
waves. A multi-step processing procedure of detecting
seismic events recorded in the subsurface has recently
been worked outd I'

The principal methodological characteristic of the
procedure is a possibility of quantitative control of the
effectiveness of every processing step and an ability to
perform feedback operations.

3. E GY ANALYSIS

The basis of the multi-step procedure is an energy
analysis of waves which is performed both at the
initial and subsequent steps of processing.

The energy analysis consists of interpretation of
estimates of a signal-to-noisc ratio p(t, VI) which are
obtained in a time window (t - T, I + T), where i is
a current time and 2T is an averaging interval for a
preselected set of apparent or effective velocities (VJ.
Regular waves are identified from the maximum
values of p(, Vri.

The estimate of a signal-to-noise ratio is obtained
as a ratio of estimates of a signal energy and a noise
energy:

p', 5) t,, V,)pAt, rd , V1t) 1

where estimates of signal and noise energies are

Ut.(: VI) - I ' j. (a + 2') ,(N -1) ft r[ 2, 1tt+r(O
N

- E ^Y2(t + rt( 5))} dt (2)

k-1

- [ te + 1T(Vi)] } d (3)

Here, yt(:) is a kth trace of a VSP record, whose
mode is

Ya(I) e-fQt - ri(V) + 4'(t) (4)

where fQ - Tk(V,)) is an fth regular wave with a
velocity V,. rt(V,) is a delay of the ith regular wave at
the kth trace, and e(t) is a random noise.

It is shown that if a random noise wave 4(a) is

normally distributed with zero mathematical expecta-
tion with a space-time correlation function of noise

Be. Ati. t:J - M?401) -?I(ta) (5)
decreasing not dower than exponentially with in-
creased lk - Il or It, - ts!, then estimates F,(t, VY)
and E.(t, V) are consistent estimates of actual
energies of a signal with a velocity VI and of all the
other sipnal

In order to determine the signal-to-noise.raio of
each wave, the estimate (4) is calculated fordlfeent
values of velocity V; A set of functions obtainefor a
given set of velocities V, or for a given set of traces
y,(t) is here rferred to as an energogram.

Regular noise is suppressed using a technique of
multiple subtraction. Having subtracted the. noise
from a set of traces y,(t) we obtain a new set of traces
yy*(t) using a recurrent procedure:

y.P* (1() - YewQ - , k( ?(')Yip t( ~ z~t ~ N 2 Y*"(1 + ''(Vn).

I sP gp- I

Here, rt((VP) is a delay of the arrival time of a Pth
noise wave identified from the results of the energy
analysis.

The effectiveness of suppressing the noise waves
with velocities Vp is controlled by calculation of the
estimate of a signal-to-noise ratio for traces y,* '(a)
and comparison of the ratios obtained with those
resulting from using initial traces yQ(t).

Arrival times and move-outs of the waves recorded
in boreholes allow effective application of two
versions of the energy analysis.

In the first version. estimates of a signal-to-noise
ratio are sequentially calculated for overlapping
groups of traces and one velocity. In this case, having
a set of functions p(a, V), one can follow regular
waves with a velocity V on a length of a vertical
profile.

In the second version, the estimates of a signal-to.
noise ratio, grouped into one energogram, are calcu-
lated for one group of waves and several different
velocities Vs. Having such an energogram, one can
separate several regular waves with different velocities
VI and evaluate for every wave a signal-to-noise ratio,
a ratio of the energy of this particular wave to the
total energy, and a share of the noise in the total
energy.

An example of an energogram of the second type is
shown in Fig. 5, which shows the result of processing
of an OVP record obtained from a remote shot point.
Such energograms resemble sum records of the CDR
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17g. S-A set of energograms calculated for dffierent
apparent velocities (the second version of the energy

analysis of seMnic waves recorded in a borehole).

technique (controlled directional reception). They help
to separate overlapping waves with a high level of
random noise. One can easily recognise the most
intensive events at times of 0488 and 1-25 sec (velo-
cities V, and Vj) and less intensive at times of 077
and 1-44 sec (velocities V2 and Vs). The events at
0-77 and 0-88 sec were resolved only because the
procedure was repeated for different velocities V,. -

4. DIECr INDICATIONS OF OIL AND
GAS

The advantages of borehole surveys (primarily
noise suppression and broader frequency spectrum)
are also very contributory in solving lithological
problems. One of them is a problem of direct oil and
gas finding. Among the direct indications of oil and
gas pools reported in a paper to the 7th World
Petroleum Congress," numerous observations have
proved a relationship existing between oil and gas
pools and zones of abnormally high absorption of
seismic waves. It has also been discovered that at least
in some cases not only pay formations produce this
effect but also their aureoles detected by mud logging.

Figure 6 shows curves of amplitudes corrected for
divergence of a direct wave recorded in a well (No.
982) drilled near the margins of a pool at different
depths from two shot points, SP-1 and SP-2. The
seismic rays from the second shot pass through the
pool and non-productive hydrocarbon accumulation
(aureole) above it. One can see a rapid decrease of
amplitudes in the pool where their attenuation
marked by a rate of the curve rise is one order higher.
The rays from the first shot (at the left) do not

penetrate through the pool, and direct, waves slowly
attenuate with depth.

Zones of high absorption can be distinguished by
two independently determined effects, spectral and
energetic. The former implies lowering of frequencies
owing to the increase of attenuation with frequency,
and the latter general attenuation of energy with time.
The former. most widely used, allows arbitrary
amplitude control during recording permitting the use
of old records, and the latter requires specially
controlled amplitude regulation.

In order to determine absorption parameiew a
seismic record is divided into time intervals- of a
sufficiently large duration T (as compared. with
a duration of a pulse). With some assumptions and
a linear absorption versus frequency relationshp an
absorption decrement g can be estimaefrony
averaged power spectra for pairs of adjacent intervals
. + 1t 1.a','

Power spectra are calculated with the help of
either rapid Fourier transformation or autocorrelation
functions B,(r) depending upon the technical means
available. To avoid errors, it is essential that the spectra
should be averaged for a large number of traces (a
seismic record or several common depth points).

In correlation analysis the amount of calculation is
much smaller if a bell-shaped cosine function with a
visible frequency ewo is adopted as a model:

B(T) exp (-a' - r2) * cos (e60. , -r) (6)

For the next interval (I + l), having considered the
absorption, we obtain

B,+ 1(r) - exp (-a 2 * Tr) * cos (wo. +I 1r)

The shape of an envelope as a low-frequency function
did not change, and the visible frequency is

(0 0d. L 0l. I a 2(ta, I - t1 ) -2g
'C

(7)

where Aj are times of the centres of the intervals
We see that the absorption decrement g is propor-

tional to variation of visible frequencies (or visible
periods) of an autocorrelation function. Therefore, the
simplest parameter qualitatively characterising the
absorption is a relative variation of visible periods

.8 M 7-o. j+ I - 7-ol
Tat

(8)

where To, - 2x/wal is a visible period of auto-
correlation function of an interval I, which charac-
terises the average period of seismic wraves in this
interval.

Owing to its simplicity, parameter p is widely used
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Fig. 6-Attemaion of a direct wave amplitude in a hydrocarbon pool:lI, amplitudes measuredfrom SP-I: 2, same
from SP-2; 3, eraed amplJude curwe usedfor calculating attenuation.

in practice. Using a computer, a decrement estimate
can be obtained without any significant additional
effort using characteristic points of an autocorrelation
function, for instance its first maximum. A magnitude
of the maximum BA(T., is measured at this point
(r = T7od, and according to eqn. (6):

Having obtained the first maxima of autocorrelation
functions B(T.5 for intervals with the centres t, and
tj+1, we can estimate a decrement value from the
measurements for each pair of intervals.

The same data are used to determine attenuation:

11,1I - t, BI..j(O)
(11)

as - -1 q in � (9)
Jos &IVod Attenuation can be determined without correlation

Using eqn. (7), we obtain an absorption decrement g: anal3ysis, from time variation of amplitudes.
The above-mentioned assumptions of the subsur-

Tx o To.+ I Too .tn Affi (10) face layering and stationarity of waves within every
g= 2 *1+1-1- To. I+ BA\() interval become unnecessary if acoustic logs are
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available for the considered depth intervalsI" ln that
case the effect of noise in the layered earth can be
taken into account using synthetic records. This
increases the accuracy of absorption estimation and
makes it possible to analyse small time intervals,
which increases the resolution.

S. CONCLUSIONS

Borehole seismic surveys are capable of delineating
the outlines of hydrocarbon pools by placing geo-
phones at the surface and making explosions beneath
the pools or the other way round." *2 Zones of high
absorption produced by the pools are recognised from
decreased amplitudes and frequencies of direct waves.
The displacement of a seismic shadow by changing
depths of shot points (or reception points) allows
estimation of the depths of pools.

If applied in producing wells, a seismic survey can

a

locate internal and external boundaries of every
productive formation in a multizone reservoir. In
non-productive (dry) wells a survey can detect a pool
near the well and outline its boundaries.

Borehole modifications of a seismic reflection
method are widely used for detailing structures in
wildcat and exploratory drilling.3 An important
application of OVP and RRO surveys is mapping
reflection interfaces in the vicinity of wildcat and
exploratory wdls, particularly in deep horizons not
yet explored by dring.

The RRO surveys are generally made alotqrline of
wells They ar designed to explore the boundaries in
the lower sedimentary layers hidden beneath thick
salt-bearing or carbonate formations. Applications of
an RRO method were highly successful in mapping
reefs situated beneath salt formations in the south£ of
the USSR. Reflections were recorded at relatively
small depths (400-500 m) below the upper marker.
The surveys were made both in the available wildcat

I # a"

a

I S

In

I ID PE.1 E24 P:: s
hg. 7-Mapp;ng of a reef beneath salt formations by rererse reflection observations (RRO): (a) RRO seismic
section; (b) geological section; 1, salt; 2, =hnyrite: 3, porous reef limestone: 4, impermeable limestone; 5, seismic

boulmariesfrom RRO recording.
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wells and in specially drilled ones along extensive
lines. A high resolution of the method resulted in
reliable identification of reflections from the boundary
between porous ref limestone and compact enclosing
rocks. Figure 7 shows an example of locating a reef by
seismic data and a comparison with an actual geo-
logical section from drilling data. The comparison
shows a high accuracy of the RRO method.

The RRO surveys were made in wells along a line
of 7*5 km running across the strike of a strucrere. Two
deep wells were available and three structural wells
were purposely drilled. The distance between the
wells was 1200-150 m. The shot points were spaced
100 m apart. A multi-geophone sonde was lowered to

a depth of 350-400 m below the base of the upper
strong limestone marker. The RRO cross-section
clearly shows a boundary of a salt formation wedged
into a space between the reefs.

Figure 8(b) shows another example of locating a
reef beneath a salt formation in which a gas deposit
is found at a wing of a larger anticline. In this case the
measurements were made in specially drilled shallow
wells (not deeper than 300 in). The decors were
lowered below the first marker boundary. The reef was
found to be situated between two closeld spaced
reflection intelfaces. The slopes of the retbody are
well defined due to a contact of the enclosing salt-
anhydrite formations and porous limestone.

I0.

/
a ,

1.26-C t25-C 422-C M.21-C £20-C -

ft 2 J_1,2
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2',2

b It,

Fig. &-Mapping ofa reef beneath salt formations! sandeauation of its oilad gas content: (a) absorption anomaly
along a profile (b) ARO seismic section.
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Figure 8(a) shows at example of the application of
the above-mentioned correlation technique of direct
oil finding. Tbd figure shows a curve resulting from
processing the RRO data (Fig. 8(b)) obtained along a
profile crossing a known gaS deposit as was mentioned
above. Two intervals of the analysis 05 se each were
chosen so that one of them (1 2 + 1.7 sec) was directly
above the reef and the other (1-7 + 2-2 sec) included
the top of the reef. A distinct absorption anomaly has
been obtained consisting of two maxima reaching
# _ 10%. The anomaly agrees with the position of
the reef. The maximum values correspond to the ends
of the ref. This effect is also often encountered in
hydrocarbon deposits situated in terrigenous rocks.
The absorption anomaly is not very large and there-
fore could not be detected from surface shooting. It
was located only by processing the data recorded in a
borehole.

The examples reported here, though small in
number, clearly demonstrate the effect of seismic
information recorded in boreholes for mapping reefs
beneath salt formations. They reduce the amount
of drilling and save time required for estimation of
deposits. As to the application and improvement of
seismic well surveys, their future success and perspec-
tives can be predicted with certainty bearing in mind
the above-mentioned advantages of seismic recording
in the subsurface.
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Figure 8(a) sh"w an eamp of the appication of

the above-mentied car io. technique of direc
oil finding. Thd figur shows a cume resulting from
processing the RRO da (Fig 8(b)) obtained along a
profile crossing a known gas deposit as was mentioned
above. Two intervals of the analysis 0O5 sec each were
chosen so that one of them (I 2 + 1 7 sec) was directly
above the reef and the other (1 -7 + 2-2 sec) included
the top of the reef. A distinct absorption anomaly has
been obtained consisting of two maxima reaching
# _ 10%e. The anomaly agrees with the position of
the ree. the maximum values correspond to tb ndbid
of the reef. This effect is also often encountered in
hydrocarbon deposits situated in terrigenous roks.
The absorption anomaly is not very large and there-
fore could not be detected from surface shooting& It
was located only by processing the data recorded in a
borehole.

The examples reported here, though small in
number, clearly demonstrate the effect of seismic
information recorded in boreholes for mapping reefs
beneath salt formations. They reduce the amount
of drilling and save time required for estimation of
deposits. As to the application and improvement of
seismic well surveys, their future success and perspea-
tives can be predicted with certainty bearing in mind
the above-mentioned advantages of seismic recording #
in the subsurface.
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Three-Hole Pressure Test
for Anisotropic Foundation Permeability

By
David T. Snow

With 4 Figures

Summary - Zusanimenfu.asung - Riisumi

Three-Iulet Pressure Test (or Anisotropic Foundation Permeahility. Solutions to fluid.
*IhLltarge or pia.r tpressure d istrihniibutio problems in perviouts fOundationls nled not assume
is.-otr4pic pevnineaility if unisotruply is rnensured in the field. To devise a pUmping test
arrangemnvitt that will ne&axsure dnisoitropy, a lproceLldIre for computing thc steady disdiarge
f(rm. Ir tSet-page to cylindrical cavities is derived. The cylinder analyzed may be arbitrarily
oriented with respect to the principal penneability directions of an infinite, saturated,
alnistropic rucI- muss. Indecndlent water-pressure tests in three orthogonal drill holes,
orientedl along predetermined principal axes, will' theoretically measure the three principal
permeabilities. sinve, discharge deeI!nds nearly upon the gcometric mean of permcabilitics
normal tO e'adi test hole. An eluation, for the errors permits closure on the correct values.

(Canventional exploration-hole lay-outs can often be modified to give pressure test
data that can he analyzed for anisotropy, app)licdell especially where seepage, uplift or
remeidial Itruins or curtains are to lbe designed.

Abprelversucic In drel 1ohrlithern zur IBeslimmung der D)urdiliissinkeitsanisotropie
im B3augrund. I1e4i dvr IBeantwortlung vo)n FruglIen ibler Striinhjuangsvorgaiiuge: undi P'urenwvasser-
drideke in *inem va:sserdurdldiissigen I laugrund darf dieser hinsiditickh seiner Witsseridurch-
lissigkeit keintsswe-gs mIls isotrol angismninwa werdken. falls sdion bei der Gel~indeatifiahmnc
eille An isoutropie fesipgstelIt wu rde. min die Au isUtaropie miittels eines lPiuni)versudSvs er-
mitteln zu kilnnen. wird eini V'erfdhrei zur lBeredinung Civlus gleidunfiiUigen Vurdistr~inens
oxler ti'ns D)urtitsisdens zu zvlindlrisdien 1 hlrriumetn hin% entwittelt. E.in /.ylindoerholl-
raum kann lbziiglidi dler llanuptulurdiliissigkeit:sridiuaagen1 in ciner unlwgrenztteun. wasser-
ges'iiltigt'n timd allidmistriapeti (;testdtlrnsmae beflichig orietutiert uverdnti. Thlertisdi katin
aus umnablh|i:gig votivinaimtler vorgetionimunen t Ieenrclrurutienrsudniungu'u in dIrei normal
zurinaznd,*r sitlshitlind lolhrlikberu. die: nads dei .livor bestinimni*t l1atptwisiui niusgeriditut
sind. die (Grzice tler drci Ilauptdurdlis-isigrkeiten lbesmtinmt werden, ti das AusflitU!en in
etwit vism gerinetrisdirn Mittcl der Wasserdurtidiissigkeiten normal zur jeweiligett llohrlt-b-
arbse abihiingig ist. Elltn Korrnktturgleivdung erlaublt die Anuniihersung an die riditigen Werte.

Iie herkiimi ulidide Auunorditunten von Atufsudlultlhuhrmigen soliten 6fters abgriindert
werden. unm Iiten fiiter die l)urnildissigkvitzawerte zu erhalten tind datnuit uinc Itestimmung
der Anisotropie zl ermiiglidien; besonIders gvteignet ist (litse Methode. wenn Sidaerungen
und Auftrieb hestimmt und behelftsmiillige DIrainagen lnnd Injektionssadhinne entworfen wer-
den sollen.

Essal de compression i la presse dans trols trous de forage pour detcrmincr Pan.
Isotropic de perm6abillth au sous-sol. Plour risoudre les probllmes d't6coulement ou de
distribution de pression dans ls fondations permtables il n'est pas n6cessairc dc supposer
que I'un a unc pernt;abilit6 isotropc si l'anixotropic est musur6o sur placc. La systeme de

* David T. S now, Assistant Professor of Geology, Colorado Sdcool of Mines, Golden,
Colorado. USA.
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..Intro(luction

A method of pressturm-tAsting jointcd rgwlc to Ictermnine its anisotropic perine-
-. lility is the object of this paper. Current pracLices of analyzing tests neglrct
nisotropy and heterogeneity. Solutions to bonldary-vadtuIC probhlmS, to deti'rininC

flow or pressure dlistril~lItioni in joinutl rodi, have tlus-lar been attti11jte14l by
methods dlesigned for isotropic, iutergranullur-coeiidecting nmedli. Notable vxalmlpiLes
include S tu a rt's (1!55) drawdown tests fOr predicting shaft d{rainatge, 'T' h aye r's
(1962) analysis of Oroville pump-test data 2a1 1 okoa as (190:3) stdVy Of pOtetntial
in the Kurobe IV clum-site. No rational basis of justifying the assuined isotropy has
been advanced, though adequate correspondence between measured andl theoretical
Potential values is sometimes found.

More commonly we observe anomalous uplift pressures beneath masonry damis
(Iichardson's 194S repurt on Hoover MUll, fOr histance, ). 10), wildly erratic
pressurC-test lisdiarges (Lyon's 1962 report, (if ()roviIc tests) or sporad ic tUInel
infiltration (Walblstrom and Ioro S ac k'S 196(2 report On the hI1arold 1). RoIberts
'1'unnel, Coloradlo). rhe1se re Cxplressions of thle heterogeneity dinaracLteristie (f
jointed rodc. As op)p)osed it the Systema1tiC depth l-Va~rying iiihomnogneiw ty ilh:on-
stratecd by '' Tu r k (1UU:3) and applied to wat*er-utlesign by I) a V S and ' U r l
(1904), heterogeneous permeability encounteredi in jointed rodi, is bdeliV'd (IiUC
to the process of sampling a few elements out ofr I large po)ulation having great
dispersion of conductivity. It is better to attemnpt statistical interl)retatioll of
jointed-rodic permne'albility values than it is to aeept tln l)(Seiessimism of r'erz aghi
(1902), who said:

"Water level: in observation wells located in jointed rodc can varT over short
distiutces ly important aumounts andl the effeet that filling the re-servoir will
havc onl the pore water pressures in the gouge seams caninot evt'io l estinmatiil
in advance ... die pattern of Sxepage is likely to lie erratic ... onc cannot t!!1
whidil ones (joints) are conltintions over a large area."

This paper is part of a broader work (Snow, 19(35) modeling arbitrary joint
sets with their orientations, apertures and spavings as statistical pariutletrs, and
leading to statistical evaluations of permeability. 'lhe mniathematical model suciw-Co'i
in reproducing the distribution of disdiuarge obtained by field tests in crystalline rork.

With a theory to hadc it, refinement in methods of interpreting punmp-tests is
y /Possiblc, but the data must be collected to reflect interpretable parametcrs of the

medium. The model study predicts three different principal perncabilities and the
orientations of principal axes, depending on dte geometry of the system. For present
purposes, it suffices to note the finding that an orthogonal joint system should
have principal axes parallel to directions of joint intersections, with permeability
magnitudes related to the spacial frequency of intersections.
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(i pjan|u: only) (if o wrillfjw 'lility or tilf ! X;Niralivrry Iuli i-d (E, I It hi s mafuI Sk ov, 191;o1).
~-" .%\vlSW') *'1i4ii'awly lIMS 6-I'll IIn profhNI-l U. IL iti(';li f (o 'tiermining anisotropy (Ln1d1141-

r r i in and C rW f Ir 1, I 96IiI). ( Contours totl i pit-1)Imtric surfalct! flu. wailcr contdIute dti
in frartiures of tlhe crvstalliiie hastmnit aiL tlht' Novada Tlest Site indlicatet high
ptrntcabiility in the dlirection Of st rtuttillistI conlvergetwle (aDavis. I )(fl).

Improtlvet rersolitioi Of ( Llias(Lrop)y sh11011(l prov! it a gentral attribute of
frratuwrtd rodis. 1)! reasini of their oriented planar condtluictors. l)ianiond-drill ex-
pltoratijl)s an llI 1 t!signuml to give measures of prineipal permentlilitiVs that can
thlien be treated statistically to establishi mediattis, means andi dlispersions of the
thrre helterog.nentzs nn.iLalreu rtequired. Orientation of the drill-holes must nearly
coinvidt vwith principal prmelability axes. predLleterminedl from study of joint orient-
ation. Anothcr publi(cation treats directional effects more fully than is possible
here (Sno(3w. I1)67).

'IJo desecribe the orientation of three mutually orthogonal axes requires thrce
indte-pt-endnlt parameters. andi to dlescribe the corresponl(ling pertneahilities, three
additional. Since as manyn measures as unknowns are required for a uniqule solution,
observahle oriewntation data is relied upon for axial predictions, while three ortho-
gonal drill-holes are employed to mitiasurt! the principal perncabilitics. Three sub-
orthogonal pressure test holes cIn define the principal permcabilitics because
a disdiargc from eaci long cylindrical cavity depenlds largely upon the permcahilitics
in directions normal to the axis of the cavity, and but weakly upon the permeability
parallel to the axis.

Theoretical Development

Theory developed by M aas land (1957, pp. 218-284) for pie7.ometer tests
in anisotropic soil is amplified and generalizedl for arbitrary orientations of padcer
test-holes in anisotropic media. Introductory theory is summarized from his work.

The three components of macroscopic velocity in an anisotropic medium may
be expressed by Darcy's law:

v; = -Aij dXJ

where the repeated index signifies summation. If the tensor is oriented along
principal axes, then kii arc the principal hydraulic conductivities, cm/sec,

qp is the head, cm, and
zj arc the coordinates.

Wlien substituted into the continuity equation,

a 0,
dxi

there results d2 q'
kii dt =°-.

htaasland introduces an arbitrary constant, Ick, into the equations transforming
the Cartesian coordinates to a system identified by primes:

" = (kg/ki)' iJ (after S ams ioe, 1931). (1)

This substitution results in the Laplace equation
Fr p = .
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Will-iti ilt111111d ivis are I~pul.I rv aIi'ly 1t ilY tol (I). tI11In Pot~t'iflhi
theory for imitoriopit: nwdia ILjlipiv%. (Hfeviewm o himislaltIIry lprohale'u meth~lods ati'
round in stidi Wxms a~s Collins 196,I iII, or Selividtei Igguer, I 9f0.) The hydratilitc
conductivity of this equivalent uta ricti tious Ltnuisforrned inediuniu

k = (k, II c.. k3 s/cu)'t 2

was derived by V r c(Ie nbuitr g ( 103 6) and modlified to the above form hy M aas -
land.

Kirk ham (1945) gives a general equation for flow from cavities below the
water tab Ic:

Q k Sy, (3)

where Q is the flow rate, say in gallons per day,
k is the hydraulic conductivity, fcet per day,
y is the net hydratulic head, feet, and
S is a coefficient dependent upon tilt geo 'metry of the cavity, the boundaries

and unit conversions. Fig. I (b) identifies the wssumied boundaries.

MIaas land gives derivations and electric analogue results leauling to S
values for various shapes. Dachler (19:36) called this coefficient the'-Form-
faktor"; H-vorslev (1051), the "shape factor"; and Zangar (1953) calls Sf.2
the "effective hemispherical radius". S is a constant for piczomncters having un-
changing boundaries, and a. variable for auger-holes because the boundaries change

K> with the water-level. In a piezometer, the hole is cased to a certain level, leaving

ground
Surface -6O, ufc

- ~~~~Impermeable
- I~~~~owidry M

Permoabl* 4eta
6"adwwo ~~~~~~Permeable

*eundary

Palealial S

K>Fig. 1. (a) Common conditions of padwr pump tests in rodc. (b) Conditions of piezoinewr
assumed in analysis of packer tests conducted in drill holes

a) AllgemLeine Bedingungen be-im Abprcl~versuch in Ilohrlodiabsdhniittn. b) Stile= e-ifms

Piezometers zur Analystc von abschnittweise vorgL'nommcnen Abpre~lversuchan in liohrltikilrn
a) Conditions gi~ndrales is uin cssai de compression darns la rodic. b) Sdit~mna d'un piwzomk~re
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flien .u clitIflnI(cIl ctaity ti t l.t I, it ltlow. 1n roek ptiting tcst:; w;LIr is
Miaifurt, if thr ii ib gh drill rods to ;ali *)~l f1pi IetIig ol hdlle isIOItel adby l)pIdtttS. 'I-lilus,

i<> tI@he ctastlolltarv lst- of S-ractors tIlrived for vase(d hollieS, whose waIIIs 4LIthVe ad 11(1l ow
' ulil* j)uillping (vV' are s(reinuluiivs (e. g., I'li ave r, 1962, 1). 6), is at IWsL all
approximaiu;iti Ol Of u! iwtlI(1)floditionllS. The piezo.OnieLer test could b e more faithfullyv
ulivatudio~ih if tests were counfinoed to the lottomut of the hole, as is done in the Snowy

Alis. Ilvdroelet ric Authority, one aLdcu~1r only applield at various stages of coni-
pletion o(l the hole. IBelei'r still, the unneelded upper part of thle hole might be
grouted or tmud-tfillled JOve aI d rillable obstructor.

No rigorous solution is known or expectedl for pwucer tests, as they are
currnttly practived, for the hole .Il)(oVe the cavity is either an equal-presssure surface
if air-fillvd. equipotential if water-filled, or p;art one and part the other. Water
lrvels within thie hole are not clustomarily newsturedl (luring tests. In Fig. I (a),
sdneuttivally illustrating these tests, potentials I and :3 differ from tile diamber
potenlial ). le-ordling to the length anti conIductivitV of fracture paths short-circuit-
ing the pitak'rs through the ro)i. The perfornuazce Of tests so)mletimCS discloses
leaking palke4;rs.

Fig. i (bI) portravs the assunied geom(ietry that is used to analyze padker tests.
It corrnsl)ponds to) piezonieter letsis dlnseribedl in tle literature. The walls of the hole
are no-flow boundllaries excep)t at lhe eavity. It is further assumedl that the quantities
of water inji-eedl arc so small that the water-table remains untdiainged.

If the test is applied above the watcr-tal)lc, there is displacement of air and
water in a partially-saturated medium. IRe;sistance and saturation increase with time.

The pad;er test currently gives empirical measures of discharge, believed useful
as criteria for grouting needs andi grout-take estimation (Talobre, 1957, p. 153;
(rant. 1904: de Mollo, 1960, p. 703), 1)ut the test gives a low-confidence
measure of permeability. This is clue, in part, to tile assumptions discussed above,
and in part, to the great variability of results common to most sites on rockc.
Improvement of methods and confidence is one object of this work.

The dimensionless variables describing the cavity geometry and determining
the shape factor arc expressed by:

SID = f (dID, wDl, SID). (4)

Frevert antI Kirkham (19)48) have established by electrical analogy that
there is very little effect of lowered water table until d is less than one diameter,

.), from the top of the cavity. 'lhe depth to an impermcablc barrier, s, is seldom
known in exploration, but can usually 1)0 assumed large in comparison to D. SID is as
insensitive to slD as it is to diD (Childs, 1952, p. 533). Thus, piezometer or padkcr
tests are l)est analyzed as though in an infinite medium, provided that they are
located below the water table. In sudi cases,

SID = f (wID). (5)

In particular, if the cavity is long (tolD> 8)

SID-= -(.w'D (Glover, reported by Zangar, 1946)*. (6)

Since the derivations of DachIer, Samsioe and Glover assume a line
source. they fail to satisfy the condition of uniform potential over the surface of
a cylinder. Maasland has provided, as alternative, the shape factors for ellipsoids.

' Zangar (1953) reports the derivation by Cornwall. but attributes the equation
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Evans and K irkhliam (I 9J3() pointed out tlhe mutalogy of the shape factor
the electrostatic calpwity about an ellipsoid in an infinite meldium.

S-4 'C.
Smythe (1939) shows that

2/C-= fdfi/[(( 2 ! tl) (/l t I() (y" ! ()]":
0

where 0 is a variable of integration and a, f, and 7 arc the semi-axes of an ellipsoid.
For the ellipsoid inscribed in a packer cavity, 1 = 7 and p> a, giving:

S = 8 a (fl 1)in//i (: s-z3 _ ,). - )'
which becomes

S=4 4 [(wlDs - I]' V1 n ,VID - (7)

upon substitution of
a = D2, fio;2.

Shape factors computed by equation (7) differ by less than 3 percent from those
computed by equation (G) if wirn> 3.0. As Maasland has noted (p. 273), neither
of these equations are correct for a circular cylinder, though they are assymptotic
to these values for large cavity lengths.

When a vertical piezoometer coincides with the extraordinary axis of a two-
dimensional anisotropic medium (Maasland, pp. 275-2SO), then the hydraulic
conductivity

kh = = k. and k, = k,.

The transformation equations are

Xt I= Xt, x=,i Zs-mx3,

m being (khlk/r)'1 . Circular sections remain circular in the fictitious transformed
medium, and the isotropic hydraulic conductivity is

k = (kch kj)".
Thus, the disciarge is:

Q = (khkw)'1 ' S. y, (8)

-J where y is the head difference

andc Sa is the anisotropic shape factor,

SID -f (m w/D),

found by equations (6) or (7).
Maas land reports equations for shapes other than the long cylindrical

cavities considered here. It is noteworthy that the principal conductivitics of a two-
dimensional anisotropic soil can be found if the principal directions arc known to
coincide with the axes of two differently-shaped pitrzometers. The combination of
a long cylindrical cavity for one, and an open-ended disk source (no cavity) for

' - -- :1 I' n n i1 n n p. 279) but is inadequatc for rodc
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* I1ewalt.e* 1il I'mav jefill 1iae.gllirloirs (Iutmi Sm11all I. sam1pde) wouldal i muitno Iiizhte wvith Iilt-
e* l (,f a .fill .lt.ale. ( Idi.s' twoa.,Wall sytsiin taiex ota readt;lil y 1((id i seIlf I, rI*4i

\,' ftU~laisifn bease. lorgi' plowiiiil differetwes euItIIIIt Ill' inIrodlltwie liy gravity.
N I ;ItSI -III (1 1I1 d(O r III lI IL IIQWllIS or tfnalyzing. three(' -liII (IllsiolIull iso-

trollp. His work srved 4i asL guide to tlhe fOltoWing but, is not repeated hert: l)ecnltiC
ic is not assunied that the axis (if the lpiez.(omctcr concides with a (vcrtical) principal
axis of conductivity.

A rotation of the coordinate sysltem is first necessary when the pi(zometer
has an arbitrary orientation with respeIt to the principal axes of conductivity.
Assume a drill-hole with orientation specified as Bj, the direction cosines of its

.~~~~~~' (031 x.uszu,*,

*°x. (11 . .

Fig.u , s sm

Fig. 2. Coordinate systems for pader tests in anisotropic media
Knordinatensystem heinm AbpefCDvPFruch im. anisotropen Me-dium

Svstieme de woordonnees t tin ussai de compression dans un milieu anisotropa

axis with respect to a right-handed geographic system (south = x;, east = I.,
uxp ), andI three principal axes of conductivity with general orientation U j,
similatrl referenced.

Fig. 2 is a diagram (if the unit vectors of three coordinate systems, two of them
labeled with their direction cosines relative to the geographic axes x1 . In representing
these. the siuperscript 0 signifies one of many possible coordinate systems having
an axis along the cylindler; it has B; as ° and x2't is in the zg-planc. The r;' system
coincidles with the principal conductivity axes, U j, themselves being direction
cosines in the xi system. The origin is centered on the upper padcer.

The equation of a right-circular cylinder with axis along the x3 coordinate
axis is:

XI + xi"' r", r D/2 (9)

and the test section is limited to

The equation for the cylinder must be rotated from the ze system to the xi' system.
Each position vector is related, one system to the other, by a transformation

= =a - , Xe',. (0)(1OJ
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whiosu matrix is dofined lby

= CON (2, 1') COS (2", 2') eox (*", :j)

cos (01, 1') com (3d, 2') cois (1, 3')

Inspection of Fig. 2 will verify that the elements of the transformation are:

[ -u. 1 nR.2 ; i-i + '1'. 8B,,

U, IU , H. _BU, J

| U,, B. + U12 B. + Uls ,1.1

[U, II., 4 U 8..1B,

ail = AU2, F U3 (11)r 1=,83 1V -21 1
| l U., BI + Un, B. + U,3 Bl

[-u., B vs -u2V Blus+ vu., B3,

_~ /1 v-sl~ V1-BlrJ1U31 B$+ U32 22 B,3 B
[Us, B, + Us: B, t U'23 Bj

The matrix multiplication of equation (10) givcs the original components of a position
vector in terms of the primed coordinates. Equation (9) for the cylinder in the
coordinate system parallel to principal axes of the anisotropic medium, becomes

(ar, z 1+ ait zs'+ a13 ) 2 + (a.1 XI'+ a.2 ,'+a2 3x a')' = (12)

To replace the medium by an imaginary isotropic one, we must transform
linearly to a third coordinate system according to:

t= (kg/q24) 1̀ x.', (13)

where again, ko is an arbitrary constant. The kii arc principal hydraulic conductivity
coefficients, proportional to the principal permeabilities, Kii, and one of the factors
listed in Table 1.

One possible definition of the arbitrary constant is

k = (ki, I2)', (14)
which makes

z,' (klj/k2 2)' 1 'z,"
z,'= (k221k,,)"':x", (15)

Zi If = (kst5"i((kl k 2).&] x".
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Tablo 1. Conver rion Fa'tors, Permeability to Ilydratloic Conductivity

To obtain conductivity int: Multiply absolute cgs units (cm2) by:
Nam11e Units Factor

D)areys cm' 1.01IT32. 10

Meinzer KS gal day, fV
water at 6(rF 1.844.10'

Field Units K4 gal day/ft'
water at r 1.844. 10' . i 60 p

ft/year
water at 60' F 0.9053. 10"

cm see
water at 20.2' C 0.9772. 10'

meters!day
water at 20.2" C 0.861. lO'

Lugeon Units I'min'm hole/Atmos
over 10 min 0.6.1016 (approximately) -

To find how the length of the cavity is dcanged by the transformation, identify
the center of the distal end by the vector yw, originally at

0l = 0, :1 = . 3-W,

then rotated to
yj =as, y5* IY1 = aX2 YZ I Y3 = 6 Y3°

and transformcd to isotropy by substitution into equations (15) With y3 W- .

y" =-(kj1kl)'- a3, W,

Yt =(k, ,,'ksj) J as 2 W,
y. =-[(k, Jkj)'!sj/k2 j'1- a w.

The cavity length in the isotropic system is found from

which gives:

I =((k11-kj,)"sa 21+ (kj1/kt)a2V"ez I -(kjj kg2)"'s/ksz~ a-1']"'ow. (16)

Direction cosines of thc axis of the cylinder are:

Y.= "/I.

The general equation for the cylindrical.cavity in the isotropic system is obtained
by substituting equation (15) into (12), changing it to an oblique elliptic cylinder:

E(k,, k11)' I a, x' + (kj.ikjj)'!,.a12 Xt" + jk 3'1ej(k11 kt2 )'4' a13s13' + (17)
| * { /- 8\ _ t 18S...............*ll/( z k*-.' * a , zl1 = r
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A cross-SLction nlorllltl to i'i xiiS iS 43lso all lHills)e, ItIfilling the new cavity shape
by its sclni-axes. TIo find thlem, we first solve thie iohlique section, eqtiation (17).
for its semi-axes, then project them to the plano tionnal to tho cylinder axis. The
expanded form of (17) is:

(18)
(k, ,/k,,)'I.(a,1 +a,, 2) ,. .+.2(aii ,i +n a,,) z 2 (k~1!k .)' .fa,, *a, +taX a 2:) ,,

() 2 + (k,,!k_ (lot I 1,.2 +a,,a1.,)

X k. + , -.), r+

- ~ ~~~~~~~ .a - .,rk~ )'.( .'¢e'Zt

The coefficients of zx1x, as arranged here, define a symmetric matrix after first
dividing off-diagonal (i*j) elements by 2. Diaglnalizasion transforms the equlation
of the oblique elliptic section to a coordinate system parallel to thc axis of that
ellipse:

A

0
0

0 0

B 0
0 C

The diagonal matrix will contain only
two non-zero terms, A and B, B and C,
or A and C, which are coefficients of

K.....' the ellipse

Ax11r1-JB.T"+C X "fi= I.

The semi-axes are, then, two of the
following:

LI (1,A)', L, = (1 'B)"', -= (1,1C)".

The eigenvectors must next.he deter-
mined, to define the orientations of the
above semi-axes of the oblique elliptic
section in terms of the transformed (iso-
tropic) coordinate system. Call these axes
1, m5 and ni, corresponding to the A, B,
and C eigenvallues. Fig. 3 illustrates the
simple projection of these eigenvalues to
the plane normal to the cylinder axis:

a = L ([I-(Yil)]"',
Pl= L [1-(Y ngi)"',
r = L3 [I - (Yj n)]'v,

whiciever two are pertinent.

U;

SI

Fig. 3. The originallY circular directrix of
a evlintler is Iau ohlique ellipse after trans-
forniation. liv true dlirectrix is founld bv

projection along the axis Yi

Umwanldlungsfaktorrit, zur Untredilntnk' von
D)irt4liissigktit inl hydrattlidivt Li.titai hig-
keit. )er uirspriinglics~c Kreimiuermtitnitt
cines Zylindrrs wird utndi Transformiaion
zu einer Ellipse. Der wahre Querrwhnitt
wirnd duri Projektion in flititung de.r Yj -

Adbse gefunlmn

Facteur do transfo)rnaitioI pour convertir
la pernmciabilie: iu lu ctndluctiiltdW hydratt.
lique. La section eirrulaire Worigine d'un
cylindre est transformen & urnc ellipse. La
section vraic est obtenue par projection en

direction de l'axc Yi

The greatest possible ellipticity would arise if the circular section in the
original anisotropic medium coincided with the plane of k 1l and k=. Then

a/# = (k32'k,,)".

We have described the elliptic cylinder in the fictitious isotropic medium by
I I ~ . - 1 .. 1.
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raditsm I)iI 'f it rig.Jt :irrular cylindeer test s54:lasis in 1W alli~s(lIltroie nw'11mruIIII. '111im
ends of thlia v'iu tider itan? noln-orilhigoniai afltgr Lransforlmatioi. T'his will influerim,
the shaipl factiir whimie ir < D., hitt may lhe neglected for ptn)iing tests where wt .s
invarilily Imafny tintes 1).

'lre shLLpe factor liaut heen reiluiced to:

.S n -- f(k, . ...,./. I33 1(k;I..'k,,)"'a,: I (kc,,kh::)"an.. I- ((ICh c,, k s )'C-'1 a33,1n1,'q1 D).

M iaslanl Ihas studied the relation between ellipticity and the shape factor
(1 957, p. 2.14). Rather titan evaluate the inte(ral for electrostatic capacity for
z * , ji * he employed clectric analogues. lie found littic influence, provided
that ir/V > 5 and 1/3 < al,/ < 3. Thus

.s. f YI!D)

alone. S., is determinabhle hy eqpuation (6;) with less than 4 per cent error.
'hie limitaticn that kli/k:i. he less than 9 is serious only when a single, near-

parallel joint set is present or dominant, for the orientation studies have indicated
no cases of stidi strong anisotropy when more than onC set of joints, in adequate
sampltes. is presint in the medium. Th'le irciular-cylinder form factor approximation
is accelpta)lCe for two or three-set'systems, unless, for instance, one set consists
of large parallel faults, and the other conductors are tight joints. In some cases
of strong anisotropy, problems may be solved by reducing to two dimensions on the
plane of symmetry.

ID should be the diameter of a circle having the same area as the elliptic section
in the fictitious isotropic medium (Ma s l a n d. p. 284).

D = 2 (a)'. (20)

The Glover-Cornwell equation for the shape factor of long cavities in an
infinite medium is suitable for padker tests in rodc, provided that iv is replaced by 1,
equation (16), and D by equatiou (20). The conductivity must be determined by
equation (2) and (14). Then equation (3) for the discharge is

Q-(kI k. )-"/kFiz,1"'Set. (21)

A computation of discharge for one hypothetical patcer test in a medium of
known permeability will exemplify the method. Suppose that the diagonalized
permeability tensor is

1 27.9 0 O
Kil = 0 71 2 10` cgs units

I 0 0 4.6 1

and the matrix of direction cosines of the principal axes (row vectors) is:

0.632 -0.770 0.081

UIJ = 0.564 0.386 -0.730 |.
0.531 0.507 0-678 I

Suppose a 200-foot N X (D in equation [G1 = 0.25 ft.) drill-hole is inclined
45 degrees east (BI = 0.0, 0.7071, -0.7071) with one packer set 50 feet from the
bottom (W = 50). The static water table is 40 feet below ground and the temperature

I^ - _ ! _ R -: I._ -Rn AA4 7J r2_S11 = 213 ft.).
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Hydraulic coduct:Livitiim iireo aItainvizaIl Iy a pplying it factor fnlhi Tubhi 1.

k; A.' ( 1 .84 . lto") gallomi~ 'day; (12,

kit = 5.15. 1(4), IC.., i.:3 t. 10',k3cJ -(.85. 1()4.

Next, we compute the transformzation minl rix (eq1uat ion [III). that will rotate
the drill-hole B1 to coordinates parallel to 1ew pirinceipal :ondlliucivitics.

all al aa 0.487 0.243 -0O137

a= -0.6=2 ,0 _.564 -0.-531
3,, a2 an3 -0.601 0.789 -0.121

The transformed test length has components

Y = -(k, 'k)"'- , to = 0.710 (0.601) 50.0 = 21.2 ft.

and similarly,
Y.2" -(k,/k!..) a,.. 1o- 5 5.6,

y£1 =-((kRU k42)"'/k:'] all w = 10.6.

The test length in the isotropic medium is given by cquation (16) #Jr

t = [(21.3)' + (55.6)' + (I 0.6)'J] = 60.1 ft.

Direction cosines are

Upot

The i

Yj = 0.354,-0.924, 0.176.

The matrix of the cross-sectional ellipse is found by equation (II

1.2U 0.475 -0.0-s
64.0 0.475 o 0190 0.039

-0.058 0.039 °.32

1 diagonalization (sCe Long, 1961, p. 23). to slide-rult precision,

A 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 B 0 = 0.0 92.4 0.0.
0 0 C 0.0 0.0 21.1

oblique elliptic section has the equation

92.4 :cj + 2 1.1 il" = 1,

8):

with semi-axes:
Lq = 0.104. Ls = 0.218 feet.

To nroiect these semi-axes to the plane normal to the axis of the cylinder. Y5. the
- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V
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-/. anzl L.. For carl: CignvJaliut' Ihert! are 1uti r Isimlallmea11M eqjuiatiols to satisfy,
such as:

K> ( I .2i:}1-A A 61;.), 1 0.475 :f (-)58 ,

0.475 1, t (0.1!31)- A .0) 1 0.1).03913 = 0,

-0.058 lt i 0.0:) 19 (O.:321-A/64.0)1 =0,

1 41+3 = 1.

The solutions are direction cosines, the pertinent ones in this case being

mi=O0.935, 0.353,-0.036,
ni = 0.029,-0.177, -0.984.

The cylinder axis Y; makes angles withl the semi-axes of the oblique ellipse having
cosincs

Y, m = (0.354) (0.935) - (-0.924) (0.353) + (0.176) (-0.03G) = 0.001,
Yin, = (0.354) (0.029) + (-0.924) (-0.177) + (0.176) (-0.984) = 0.001.

When suci angles differ from 90 degrees, the projections of the semi-axis, Li, into
the plane normal to Yi, give the semi-axes of the directrix of the transformed
cylinder. In this case,

P' = 0.104 ft.

Yn =0.218 -

and f/= 0.478. Were the test oriented to attain the maximum ellipticity, then
it would have been -

.8/7 = (k 33 ikI)'' = 0.406.

Since 1/3 < fl/7 <3, a circular cylinder will give a good approximation to the
shape factor, if the circle diameter is taken to be:

D = 2 (8r) '=0.301.

Now we apply G lover's formula (6) for the shape factor of a long cylinder:

SI = -l (60.)301 - 145.0.In (2 lD) I 200031

The hydraulic conductivity of the fictitious isotropic medium is

k = (k1 1 k1 k 33 tka) '=(k_ k 1 ) 'k,, "' = 1.49 . 10' gal./day/ft'.

Then the disciarge
Q =k S y,

= 1.49 (145.0) 213.0,

=458560 gallons!day or

= 32 gallons/minute.

C.. .±a ^^--_-a..;.a r.Il hf iimP for steadv tunnel or power cavern seepage.
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-hr'laree-lloltW puzipi test for urilsolropie nmedliin

11r a pirl.emuhr or puklcezr frst holeI is firiezitedl jitzr.illl t1o on! of thlet prineipal

condl(utLivity ItCtm4, thim spittvild CIL'4t', tHiNMt-ll844, by 111,11,I I i n, (1957, 1). 28X ). Il'eads
to} equtlltion (')1).

Tihi!e shlalp)! fateItor deplendls upon whidi axis is pirawirillO t1,114 !l 6ill-ole1. It

cannot be detenninietl a the otimLset silneI thll) c:onduiiihttivilie's are unknown. M i as -

1anil'S nll'method for deterniining C:01ndue4tiVitiCS is 1044ile1tjttIi Wll we11w0 planI 11r1111u11

to dlt: a.iS .f the hl i is 1111 .. isrowpy. th hole folllowi.g the unique axis.
A more general metheod is presented!d below, for the case of three difrercnt principal
conductiviti-s of known direction.

To replace the rcal anistropic system with a fictitious isotropic one, a linear
transformation only is required, since the hole already coincides with an axis. IBy
equations similar to (13), we obtain

ZIP = (°kl'',

4' = (7c,/k*!)', (22)

Z'S= (kolk%,)'.

where the constant ko = (k 1 kt:)t'f. The circular cross-section becomes an ellipse
with axial ratios

f/7 = (k23 /k,.)'"', a' -(k 32/k,)" or a/fl = (k 2 ; kti)',

depending upon whidc axis coincides with the hole, 1, 2, or 3, respectively. Before
generalizing, let us assume that the hole follows the 3-axis, with 1 and 2 normal
to the hole and ke = (kil k)'Il. Then the semi-axes of the elliptic section in the
transformed medium are

a = (ko/k1 1)'," D/2 and fi(ko!/k 2)"` D/2.

The circular section having the same area as the ellipse has diameter

D' = 2 (a f)' =D. (23)

The cavity length w' in the fictitious isotropic medium is

' = (kt,!kiL)"h 20 = 4,( , k3 )'"Tk 3
1' "I w. (24)

The shape factor defined by G love r's eqlation for a long cylindrical cavity gives
a good approximation to that of an elliptical cylinder cavity If 1/3 <a/# < 3.

S.ID' = In (2w WI)Y

LIt;,/D - 22 n(keA22 )'l/ avID
I (2 D(kk !d) Ik32Is (25)

so 2 W (kI kj)'I'/k323 ."
i 2 wv (k, k,,)¼1k,31s )
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The disicarge of siuid a piezometer or paticer test in an ulismotropic modium under
head y in

(kltk z ku)4; y- _ " tt~2 (k., k.,,)ft

In ( -s (k,, k2),,1k3','4 ,,')(6

Interpreting field data. one can only assume isotrovy and compute an apparent
conductivity. k.3, from

Q = k.s ^4 y.

where thc shape factor is given by equation (6). Thus,

Q = kis 2 "riv (7
In(2w!1D) Y (27)

Equating (26) to (27),

,, 2 .s w 2 '7 w 11 (k,,I k ,?t s
kern if ('2wID) Y' = n(2t kk ~ !tlk. ~~(k

(k,, k()2 ' __ In (2 wI + t (k1, k3)", 1 '
ks ~~~InC2 wI D)

kx (Hr+ e)-=(k h);e In J(k,, kn,)1i^61,k3V'In (2 ivIDF'
and similarly,

k. (I +el) =5(kg k,3)'; el =- k 1k~,'J'AI (28)
In [(k~,Ik.,)"':j

k..i (1 -1-et) (k,t k3z) "; et = In(k/)i'jIn (2 wID)

In equations (28), the logarithms may be taken to any base. The error term e
tends to zero for surh large eriD as apply to most patcker tests in rock. Thus, an
appanrlnt conductivity, computed on tde assumption of isotropy, approximates
the geometric mean of the principal conduactivities in directions normal to the hole.
Reeve-and Kirkham (19151) have already observed that the apparent conductivity
depends largely upon the counductivity normal to the piezoomcter.

Inspection of equations (2S) shows that for all ivID, k, underestimates (c > 0)
the geometric meauI if the hole is drillcd along a minimum conductivity axis, and
over-estimates it if drilled along a maximum conductivity axis. If we limit con-
sideration to mcdia having kit/kg2 < 9, then cavities that are elliptical in the trans-
formed medium can bc adequately analyzed as equivalent circular cylinders.

We can label k 61, k. 2, and k 63 the apparent hydraulic conductivities determined
by three orthogonal piezometers or packer tests, each drilled parallel to a principal
axis, 1, 2, or 3. As a first approximation:

k.1 ' = kk 2, s; k 42' = kit ;13; keg" = k, Iktt.

Solved simultaneously,

1.- 1. I. lii. . V.. = le... L.fc.~k. = k., k.q-kei. (29)
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Witi vse st imiIti'S, 011 Ht!1111 filln by (28I) lI terrors imIule ill wLuiSIuIntig k., 1, kesp
Irk,,3 to eldal the gp'om'trie Iltin'i f clundthitevl.iviIirs niortidal it )'lU leai t W hole. (*r-

'~-' r'ected value'1s of 1,, yieldl itillirnewl l)riuclpal conduItIII ivities lby equlation (29). 'Two
or three conseentiVI! vorrertioins will Colnverge! on tle! true vaIltimS.

A truly general in-situ pimorineter test is yet to be cleviseil. TIhe present
metiod, us woll as i those of F r!v( rt and K irk h anm (1948), iut ti n and KIirk -
ham (1 949). Iteevc and Lu L ti ni (1957), Ch il is (1952) and Maas ian (1(I957)
require independent knowledge or N
assumptions of thc princil)al dirmc-
tions of hydraulic conductivity. The
assumed uniqueness of the hori-
zontal plane is usually justifiAblc 0.
for agricultural soils or stratified,
unconsolidated deposit-c (Childis. :
1052, p. 527; M1aasland, 1'.)57,
p. 228), but even ChiIlds' two-well . K. .

system requires trial ficld arran- * . *
gements to find maximum and mini- . : * :. . .

mum conductivity directions in the
horizontal plane.

In the general case of aniso- *? . @ .

tropy, there arc six independent un- *;' , - *
knowns, three to define the oricn-

v> tation of axes, and three to define
principal conductivitics. A single
determinative test for these vari- S
ables would, in all likelihood, be Fig. 4. Stercographic projection. upper hemi-
too complex for practical use. It is sphere. 11ree normal joints sets with same
thought letter to continue use of sparing, differvnt, dispersions: Kh = 6, dip. 45
other criteria for recognition of dLg. S1.; Kh = 15, dip. 45 deg. NW and KI = 30,
principal axes before applying a test dip.l.5 ) deg. SW; K1 is Fisher's (1933) dis-
for the three conductivities. persion eoeffitiltit

Sunh a test is the threc-hole Stcmographiscie Projektion. obert 1lulbckugcl: drni
arrangement described above, also Kluftsdiaren mit glevidin Abst.iiinden und versthie-

den starker Stlreuung: Kh -i. F'allen 44 SEC.;
the two-well and short piczonmetcr PK- 15, Fallen 45 NW., und P - 30, Fallen
combination of Childs (1952). In g)o SW; Kh ist d(Ir Streuungskoeffizitnt naid
practice, a test with three holes Fisher (1953)
uniquely oriented will often prove Protjciion satrengraphiqsue. hlimisphire stapirirtIre.
inconvenient because of terrain limi- Trois famillos de fissures norniuales u distancets
tations. Furthermore, exploratory CWaltx vvc dispersion diff~remmint grande
holes drilled primarily for purposes
other than pumptesting. oriented for convenience or economy between principal axes,
would not be useful for analyses of this sort. Usually, some latitude of d1oice
exists, for diamond-drill explorations are somewhat arbitrary in design, especially
in preliminary stages. For purpose of permeability testing, they could be better
oriented than is customary, concurrently disclosing other geological unknowns.
When seepage or potential distribution is the prime problem. the entire layout
should be oriented according to predetermined conductity directions.

The geometry of the system of joint sets, faults, shears, foliation and bedding
determined from surface or tunnel exposures provides the only initial indication
of the orientation of principal directions. A sterconct plot of joint normals offers
the best tool for visualizing the symmetry of systems, and for measuring .averagc
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A principal plane lies normal to two conjugate joint sets, and the approximate
angle of a principal axis between two unequal sets can be determined bY their
relative spacing. aperture distribution or orientation dispersion. Progressive analysis
of tests and bore-hole photographs during the drilling program should normally
give improved definition of axes to improve hole orientations.

As a hypothetical example of anisotropic analysis procedure. consider
a foundation rock whose surface expression of jointing reveals a pattern such as
is displayed in the stereonet plot of normals. Fig. 4. Three orthogonal but unequal
sets are apparent. XX diamond-drill holes are then ideally inclined 45 degrees
northwest and southwest, and horizontally, NE-SW, so that each coincides most
faithfully with the central tendency of a joint set. Pumping tests with packers are
performed as drilling progresses. For each test, discharge, static water level and gage
pressure are measured, with packers set at intervals of about 25 feet. Hydraulic
conductivity is computed for each test, assuming isotropic conditions, and the results
for each orientation are averaged. Let these be:

kt = 1.6 .l104; k,.z = 2.1 . 10'; k., = 3.3. 10' gal..'d. ft2,

where subscript I refers to holes dipping NW, 2 for holes dipping SE, and 3, hori-
zontal.

According to equations (29),

IlI = k.t k. Jk.l,= 4.3; kt2 = kt k.5!kt 2.5; ka = k.l k.2 I.s = I.O.

Clearly, the direction dipping 45 degrees NW is most conductive, as might be
guessed from the large number of joints parallel to this direction. The horizontal,
NE-SW direction is least conductive, since fewest joints trend or intersect along
this line.

Now, we can enter equations (28) with w2D = 25/0.25 = 100 and the above
estimates. The errors that apply to

ke (1 +e3) = (kIl k )'!, etc.
are obtained

es =-0.026; el = 0.026; es = 0.112.

Corrmeted, harmonic means of conductivities normal to each hole alignment are:

k.' = k.t (1 +e) = 1.6 (1 -0.026) = 1.56. 10'.

k' = Lk. (1 + 2 ) = 2.1 (1 + 0.026) = 2.15,

k, '=ks (I+e3) =3.3 (1+0.112) =3.7

and by equation (29):

k1t = 5.1; k22 = 2.7; k,: = 0.91 . 10'.

Again obtaining anisotropies, errors, corrected geometric means and principal
conductivities, we find:

ki= 5.2; k 22 =2.7; k3s = 0.90. 10'.

Further re-estimates are unnecessary, since these values are close to the asymptotes
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